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ABSTRACT
Data from both

in vivo

and in

vitro

studies indicate that prolonged exposure of

neurons to glutamate results in over-activation of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)-type
receptors, allowing an increase in

[Ca ]i
2+

and resulting in cell death. However, details of

the molecular mechanisms, particularly the role of the N M D A receptor's structure,
function, and subunit composition that underlie these events have been difficult to study
in neuronal systems.

We have co-expressed recombinant N M D A receptors with the

marker protein (3-galactosidase in human embryonic kidney cells and determined the
amount of viable transfected cells by immunostaining with NR1 specific antibodies and /
or assaying for p-gal expression. Incubation of NR1 / NR2A/ P-gal transfected HEK-293
cells in bicarbonate-buffered physiological salt solution for 6 hours resulted in loss of
transfected cells when N M D A was included. This effect was dose-dependent with an
EC50

between 150-300 | l M N M D A . When these experiments were repeated with cells

expressing Ca -impermeable mutant NR1 (N598R) / NR2A receptors, cell death was
2+

diminished by -75%. On the other hand, in experiments with wild-type NR1/NR2Atransfected cells, substitution of N-methyl-glucamine for N a in the salt solution
+

decreased cell death by 50%, suggesting that cytotoxicity was mediated in part by N a
flux through N M D A receptors.

+

Using this system, it was shown that the rapid

desensitization of non-NMDA receptors is protective against agonist-induced cell death.
In addition, the effect of zinc on N M D A toxicity was examined. In NR1 / NR2Atransfected cells, zinc reduced the cyotoxicity of N M D A with an

IC50

of -500 n M .

Furthermore, it was shown that zinc inhibits the peak glutamate-evoked current responses

ii

and accelerates desensitization in whole-cell patch clamp recordings from NR1 / N R 2 A
and NR1 / NR2B transfected cells. However, NR1 / NR2A was ~20-fold more sensitive
to zinc inhibition than NR1 / NR2B, with IC50S of~500 n M and -10 u M , respectively.
Finally, the effect of serum albumin on N M D A toxicity was analyzed. It was shown that
serum albumin does not potentiate N M D A toxicity in transfected HEK-293 cells.
However, the inhibitory effect of zinc on N M D A toxicity was reduced in the presence of
serum albumin. Hence, increased concentrations of serum albumin in the brain observed
during pathological conditions, could disrupt the regulatory function of Z n
receptors.

iii

2 +

on N M D A
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Glutamate is believed to be the most ubiquitous neurotransmitter in the adult
central nervous system and has been shown to play an important role in synaptogenesis,
motor control, learning and memory as well as a number of pathological conditions such
as stroke, epilepsy, and some neurodegenerative diseases (Albin and Greenamyre, 1992;
Meldrum and Garthwaite, 1990).

As a result, in the past few decades, an enormous

amount of information about glutamate receptors has been accumulated. In this chapter, I
intend to review the current findings on the physiology, pharmacology as well as the
molecular biology of glutamate receptors relevant to this study.

1.1 Historical perspective
The idea that excitatory amino acids might be involved in modulation of neuronal
activity was first proposed by Hayashi (1954) who described the convulsant properties of
L-glutamate in the cerebral cortex. Ionophoretic studies later confirmed the excitatory
actions of L-glutamate and L-aspartate on spinal and virtually all other neurons in the
central nervous system (Curtis et al, 1959, 1960).

The role of amino acids as

neurotransmitters was thought to be very unlikely because of their involvement in cellular
metabolism. Also similar action of the L - and D-isomers seemed to argue against the
enzymatic inactivation process in the synapse. Since relatively high concentrations of the
amino acids were required to induce excitation of neurons, it was believed that these
amino acids had non-specific effects on all neurons (Albin and Greenamyre, 1992). The

1

first model for the excitatory amino acid receptor proposed that could explain the binding
of both isomers was the "three point receptor", which contained two positively charged
and one negatively charged residue and was thought to be large enough to accommodate
the substituent groups in both configurations (Curtis and Watkins, 1960). The essential
substituent of the amino acids which conferred activity was shown to be the presence of an
amino group optimally situated alpha to the carboxyl group and spaced two or three
carbon atoms distant from the second acidic site (Watkins, 1962). In the three decades
that have passed since these original investigations, two principle types of experimental
approaches have been used to confirm the role of excitatory amino acids as mediators of
synaptic activity. The first approach involved neurochemical analysis to determine the
tissue concentration, uptake, and release of excitatory amino acids, and the second was the
application of electrophysiological recording techniques to determine the postsynaptic
changes elicited by application of exogenous L-glutamate or its structural analogues. Over
the years, with increased knowledge about glutamate and the electrophysiological and
pharmacological properties of its receptor, its role as a neurotransmitter has been well
established.

1.2 The physiological and pharmacological properties of glutamate receptors
It is now well accepted that glutamate. mediates most excitatory neurotransmission
in the mammalian brain. Glutamate receptors have been divided into two categories: the
ionotropic and the metabotropic receptors. The metabotropic glutamate receptors are Gprotein linked and trigger second messenger pathways, such as the breakdown of PIP2 into

2

diacylglycerol and inositol triphosphate (JP3) or regulation of c A M P levels (Tsuji et al,
1995). Since this study involves the ionotropic glutamate receptors, the physiology and
pharmacology of metabotropic receptors will not be discussed.

For a review of

metabotropic glutamate receptors refer to Schoepp and Conn (1993). Glutamate receptors
are activated upon binding of glutamate to its binding site on the receptor; activation of
ionotropic glutamate receptors produces changes in membrane conductance, suggesting
that these receptors include an ion channel in their structure.

These receptors have

different physiology and pharmacology and are further subdivided into N-methyl-Daspartate (NMDA), kainate, and a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid
(AMPA) (Mayer and Westbrook, 1987).

Excitatory transmission appears to involve

actions of one or more combinations of these receptors even at a single synapse.

1.2.1 Kainate/AMPA
Because of the highly distinctive characteristic of the N M D A receptor, it has
become an acceptable convention to refer to other types of ionotropic excitatory amino
acid receptors as "non-NMDA" receptors. A clear agent that separates the A M P A and
kainate receptors has not been found, but a variety of data suggest the presence of two
different classes. The high-affinity binding site for [ H] kainate has a different anatomical
3

distribution from the [ H] A M P A binding site (Monaghan et al, 1989). Several types of
3

neurons are only responsive to one of the agonists, such as C-fiber afferent neurons of
spinal cord which only respond to kainate (Evans et al, 1987).

A M P A and kainate

receptors are thought to mediate most fast excitatory neurotransmission in the brain. The

3

majority of these receptors are selectively permeable to monovalent cations; however, a
minor subset show moderate C a

2+

permeability as well (lino et al, 1990). The glutamate-

evoked currents at both A M P A and kainate receptors desensitize rapidly, with a decay
time constant on the order of 5-15 ms (Mayer and Westbrook, 1987; Ascher and Nowak,
1988).

The most potent kainate and A M P A antagonist currently available is C N Q X

(Monaghan et al, 1990). The current-voltage relation in response to A M P A and kainate
receptors, recorded from neurons under the voltage-clamp conditions shows a reversal
potential close to 0 mV and is linear for the majority of the neurons, although a minority
show an inward rectification ( Ascher and Nowak, 1988; lino et al, 1990).
Single-channel analysis of A M P A and kainate evoked currents revealed the
presence of multiple conductance states (Sansom and Usherwood, 1990). These substates
differed in their amplitudes and opening duration. A M P A was shown to activate a lowconductance channel of ~8 pS, while kainate activated -20 pS channels (Jahr and Stevens,
1987; Cull-Candy and Usowicz, 1987) as well as a conductance state on the order of 140
fS (Cull-Candy et al, 1993). It is speculated that different properties of non-NMDA
receptors arise from different subunit compositions of the receptor (see below, molecular
biology of glutamate receptors).

1.2.2 NMDA receptors
The N M D A receptor is the most complex of the glutamate receptors having a
number of special characteristics which are thought to play an important role in the normal
functioning of the central nervous system.

4

Unlike non-NMDA receptor-mediated

responses, the NMDA-induced responses are voltage-dependent (Mayer and Westbrook,
1987). At negative membrane potentials, the receptor has a negative-slope conductance
with the inward current being greatest at -20 to -30 mV with reduced amplitude at both
more negative and more positive potentials (Mayer and Westbrook, 1987). This voltagedependency is attributed to voltage-dependent block by extracellular M g , which allows
2 +

channel opening only at more depolarized membrane potentials (Nowak et al, 1984). The
N M D A receptor requires glycine as a co-agonist in order to be activated (Johnson and
Ascher, 1987). It has been shown that glutamate and glycine have different binding sites
on the receptor, and it is speculated that the binding of the two agonists is analogous to
two A C h and two G A B A recognition sites in A C h or G A B A receptors (Johnson and
Ascher, 1987).

Another important feature of the N M D A receptor is their high

permeability to C a
intracellular C a

2 +

2+

as well as N a and K (Ascher and Nowak, 1986). The increase in
+

+

ions observed after activation of N M D A receptors is thought to initiate

various biochemical processes responsible for NMDA-induced plasticity observed in
developing and adult CNS as well as NMDA-mediated excitotoxic cell death (Choi, 1988;
Schulmen, 1995).
Single-channel analysis of N M D A receptors revealed that both L-glutamate and
N M D A activate channel opening to more than one conductance level, similar to nonN M D A receptors. However, the substate levels of the N M D A receptors have a larger
amplitude, ranging from 20-50 pS, with 50 pS being the main conductance level (Sansom
and Usherwood, 1990).

5

Currently, five distinct binding sites within this receptor have been suggested, and
they include: 1) a transmitter binding site, 2) a glycine binding site, 3) a binding site for
phencyclidine and related compounds, 4) a voltage-dependent M g

2 +

binding site, and 5) a

binding site for zinc. A number of other endogenous factors have also been shown to
modulate the N M D A receptor activity. For example, certain subtypes of the receptor are
sensitive to changes in extracellular pH, having an EC50 of pH 7.3 (Traynelis et al, 1995).
Hence, at physiological pH, these subtypes are only half activated. Other subtypes are
potentiated by micromolar concentrations of polyamines (Ransom and Stec, 1988). It is
speculated that different subunit compositions of the receptor produce channels with
different properties (see below). Further studies on the regulation of subunit composition
of N M D A receptors is required for a better understanding of N M D A receptor function.

1 . 3 The molecular biology of the glutamate receptors
With the application of molecular cloning technology and mutagenesis studies
tremendous advances in understanding the structural features, expression, and the function
of glutamate receptors have been made.

Since the cloning of the first functional

glutamate receptor, G l u R l , by Hollmann et al (1989), twenty two recombinant glutamate
receptor cDNAs along with a considerable number of splice variants have been identified
and isolated, and this number is growing as time goes on (Seeburg, 1993; Hollmann and
Heinemann, 1994). These 22 subunits include 16 members of the ionotropic glutamate
receptors and 6 members of the metabotropic family.

6

The first glutamate receptor subunit was identified using the expression cloning
system. This technique involved the construction of a rat brain c D N A library, and its
expression in an artificial system.

The Xenopus oocyte is one of the more common

expression systems used, which efficiently expresses foreign receptors and ion channels
after injection of mammalian messenger RNA.

The appropriate receptor expression was

then verified using electrophysiological techniques.
Due to the discovery of a large number of glutamate receptor subunits by different
laboratories a clear and concise nomenclature for the different subunits has not been
determined. In this thesis, I have tried to use the original names suggested for each of the
subunits in order to avoid inconsistency. In this section, the current information available
on the molecular biology of glutamate receptors will be discussed. For a more complete
review of glutamate receptor molecular biology and the techniques used for isolation of
these receptors refer to Hollmann and Heinemann (1994).

1.3.1 Structure of ionotropic glutamate receptors
Initial examination of glutamate receptor structure led to the hypothesis that these
receptors belong to a large family of ligand-gated ion channels which also includes
nicotinic acetylcholine (nACh), and G A B A receptors.

It was assumed that glutamate

receptors may have a similar structure to the other members of this family, however, more
recent data indicate that there are fundamental differences between the most conserved
regions of glutamate receptors and other ligand-gated ion channels (Hollmann et al, 1994;
Wood et al, 1995). The precise structure of the proteins can not be completely determined

7

until crystal structure analysis of the receptor proteins is available.

The information

currently available regarding the structural features of these receptors is derived mostly
from hydrophobicity plots, mutagenesis studies, and studies determining the potential N glycosylation and phosphorylation sites of the receptor.
The majority of glutamate receptor subunits are of similar size (-900 amino acids;
except for N R 2 A - D which have a slightly larger C-terminal) and contain a hydrophobic
domain at the N-terminal that represents the signal peptide required for membrane
insertion (Hollmann and Heinemann, 1994). Glutamate receptor subunits were shown to
contain four hydrophobic domains with three of the hydrophobic regions near the middle
of the protein and the fourth near the C-terminal of the protein, similar to nACh receptor.
These hydrophobic regions were initially believed to be transmembrane portions of the
protein and were termed T M I-IV. However, several recent reports indicate that not all
these hydrophobic domains cross the membrane.

Specifically, TM-II, which has been

proposed to line the pore of the channel, forms a hairpin loop in the membrane without
transversing it (Hollmann et al, 1994). This domain contains a number of negatively
charged residues which line the channel pore and is believed to act as the selectivity filter
for the receptor. Work by Zarei and Dani ( 1994, 1995) on the permeability and blocking
characteristics of organic cations indicate that the N M D A receptor pore is asymmetric, and
the narrowest cross section of the pore is short and rectangular which serves as the binding
site for permeant ions. It is believed that other glutamate receptors have a similar structure
to the N M D A receptor. Mutagenesis studies have revealed the importance of one amino
acid in TM-II in the calcium permeability of the glutamate receptors (for reviews see

8

Nakanishi, 1992; Seeburg, 1993; Hollmann and Heinemann, 1994). This site, termed the
Q / R site (due to the presence of either glutamine or arginine in non-NMDA receptor
subunits), has been shown to be the key factor for determining the calcium permeability of
the glutamate channels (see below).
In general, it is assumed that amino acid sequences containing N-glycosylation
sites

are located extracellularly and those containing phosphorylation

sites

are

intracellular. However, contradictory results have been observed for glutamate receptors.
The loop between the TM-III and TM-IV has been shown to contain both phosphorylation
and N-glycosylation sites making it difficult to localize the position of this portion
(Raymond et al, 1993; Wang et al, 1993; Roche et al, 1994). According to the latest
model proposed for glutamate receptor structure, the N-terminal is believed to be
extracellular and to contain at least part of the agonist binding site(s), while the C-terminal
has been shown to be intracellular (reviewed by Dani and Mayer, 1995). The currently
accepted model places the region between TM-III and TM-IV on the extracellular side
(Dani and Mayer, 1995). One possible explanation for this discrepancy is that this region
may be dynamic; it may be located extracellularly in the unbound (closed) state and upon
activation of the receptor, it may cross the membrane to place phosphorylation sites on the
cytoplasmic sides, as proposed by Nakazawa and colleagues (1995). Further studies are
required to resolve this controversy.

1.3.2 A M P A receptor subtypes

9

After the isolation of the first glutamate receptor, G l u R l , other glutamate receptor
genes were isolated based on their sequence homology to this receptor. Using standard
homology screening and polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-mediated screening for related
sequences, three other genes were identified and termed GluR2, GluR3, and GluR4 (Gasic
and Hollmann, 1992; Hollmann and Heinemann, 1994). . Expression of these subunits
alone or in combination in HEK-293 cells or Xenopus oocytes results in high affinity
A M P A binding sites, suggesting that these subunits belong to the A M P A receptor family
of glutamate receptors. These subunits have been shown to have a 68-73 % amino acid
homology, but were only 20 % homologous to other ligand-gated ion channels and -40%
homologous to kainate receptors, indicating that they belong to a separate family of
glutamate receptors (Hollmann and Heinemann, 1994). The receptor subunits were shown
to be highly conserved between mammals with the rat, mouse and human G l u R l sharing
-97%

homology at the amino acid level (Verdoorn et al, 1991). Electrophysiological

studies have shown that functional receptors are formed by homomeric expression of these
subunits, and these receptors show similar agonist potencies as found in [ H] A M P A
3

ligand binding experiments in rat brain (Verdoorn et al, 1991). Agonist potencies follow
the order domoic acid > A M P A > Glu > kainate, which led to the designation of these
receptors as AMPA-preferring receptors. Glutamate and A M P A activate these receptors
producing fast desensitizing currents, while kainate produces non-desensitizing currents
(Keinanen et al, 1990).
Expression of each of the different combinations of GluRl-4 produce receptors
with different properties, suggesting an explanation for the large diversity of channels

10

observed in neuronal systems. Further diversity in the channels is obtained due to the
presence of an exon that is alternatively spliced in each of the GluRl-4 subunits. A
sequence of 115 base pairs preceding TM-IV can exist in two different forms termed flip
(e.g. GluRli) and flop ( e.g. G l u R l ) creating receptors with different properties (Sommer
0

et al, 1990). The two splice variants differ in their affinity for glutamate with the flip
channels having a higher affinity than the flop channels. The pharmacological properties
of the splice variants are otherwise similar. The current amplitude of both peak and steady
state evoked by glutamate are four to five fold larger at flip receptors than flop receptors
(Sommer et al, 1990). Hence, the flip receptors are called the "high gain" receptors as
oppose to the "low gain" flop receptors (Nakanishi, 1992).
Another interesting feature of the GluRl-4 subunits is the dominant effect of the
GluR2 subunit on channel properties. Homomeric expression of G l u R l , 3, and 4 subunits
has been shown to result in receptors of moderate calcium and magnesium permeability
(Hollmann et al, 1991). The current-voltage relationship of the receptors formed with any
of the subunits G l u R l , 3, or 4 is complex and is double rectifying. However, homomeric
expression of GluR2 subunits results in receptors of very low calcium permeability and
linear current voltage relationship much like neuronal receptors. Co-expression of G l u R l ,
3, or 4 subunits with GluR2 produces a current with similar properties to GluR2
homomeric channels, suggesting that the GluR2 subunit has a dominant effect (Burnashev
et al, 1992b). A more careful examination of the amino acid sequence of the subunits
revealed that the calcium permeable A M P A receptors have a glutamine in the Q / R site
of the TM-II domain, while the GluR2 subunit contains an arginine residue at this site
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(Burnashev et al, 1992b; Hollmann et al, 1991). Examination of the genomic sequence
revealed that the Q / R site encodes for glutamine, and since only one gene exists for each
of the four receptors and no alternative exons are present for T M II, a RNA-editing
mechanism has been proposed for this splice variant (Seeburg, 1996). This mechanism
allows the cell to regulate the amount of calcium entry and hence, regulate gene expression
at different times.

1.3.3 Localization of GluRl-4 subunits

In situ hybridization and GluRl-4 immunoreactivity both indicate that there is
differential expression of GluRl-4 subunits in the adult central nervous system and during
development.

The distribution of GluRl-4 mRNA in the brain largely matches the

distribution of [ H] A M P A binding sites. In the adult cortex, G l u R l and GluR3 mRNA
3

expression has been shown to be low in layers III and IV, whereas GluR4 mRNA is high
and GluR2 evenly distributed (Martin et al, 1993; Molnar et al, 1993). GluR4 mRNA has
been shown to be abundantly expressed in astrocytes, suggesting that these cells might
have a role in brain signaling. In the hippocampus, there is a differential expression of
GluR4 with high levels in CA1 and dentate gyrus and low levels in the C A 3 region, while
GluRl-3 are evenly distributed (Lambolez et al, 1992). In the striatum, G l u R l and GluR4
are thought to be expressed mainly in aspiny neurons while GluR2 and GluR3 mRNA are
found mainly in medium sized spiny neurons (Siegel et al, 1995). Also in cerebellum
G l u R l mRNA has been shown to be present in Purkinje cells and Bergmann glial cells but
not in the granular cell layer (Brorson et al, 1994). In contrast, GluR2 mRNA is present in
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Purkinje cells and granule cells but not in glial cells (Brorson et al, 1994; Hack and
Balazs, 1995).
GluRl-4 expression is observed as early as embryonic day 10 in rats. However,
there is a developmental switch in the rats from predominantly flip variants before birth to
flop after birth (Monyer et al, 1991). The functional role of the different splice variants is
not quite clear, but it is speculated that insertion of the flip module into the receptor
produces synapses operating with increased gain and might play an important role in
synaptogenesis or underlying receptor modification observed in LTP. Both the flip and the
flop form of the receptors are expressed in most regions of the adult brain. However, there
is a slight differential expression observed in the hippocampal formation. Pyramidal C A 3
region does not express any flop module of the A M P A receptors, while the pyramidal CA1
region as well as the granule cells of the dentate gyrus express them widely (Sommer et al,
1990).
Examination of the subunit composition of calcium permeable A M P A receptors
found in cerebellar Bergmann glial cells and retinal bipolar cells confirmed the absence of
GluR2 subunits (Burnachev et al, 1992c). Expression of GluR2 subunits seems to be
developmentally regulated with low levels of GluR2 in the fetal brain and increasing
amounts postnatally (Hollmann and Heinemann, 1994). It is speculated that the increased
calcium permeability of embryonic and early postnatal A M P A receptors might play an
important role in brain development.

1.3.4 Kainate receptor subunits
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Kainate receptor subunits were isolated using lower stringency hybridization
screening with GluRl-4 probes and PCR-mediated D N A amplification with primers made
to regions of high homology between GluRl-4 (Egebjerg et al, 1991). Five subunits were
isolated and termed GluR5, GluR6, GluR7, K A - 1 , and K A 2 .
amino acid homology with each other (Nakanishi, 1992).

GluR5-7 share 75-80%

K A 1 and K A 2 have high

homology with each other, but have only -37% homology with GluR5-7, suggesting that
they form a different subfamily of glutamate receptors.

Both groups have about 40%

homology with GluRl-4. Structurally they are thought to form channels similar to other
ligand gated ion channels. As for A M P A receptors, a RNA-editing mechanism has been
shown for the TM-II Q / R site in GluR5 and GluR6; however, the editing of these
receptors appears to be incomplete, since both the edited (R) and the unedited (Q) form of
the GluR5 and GluR6 have been found in adult CNS (Kohler et al, 1993; Muller et al,
1992). Several splice variants have been found for GluR5, having different exons in the
N - and the C-terminal domains of the receptor; their functional significance is still unclear
(Hollmann and Heinemann, 1994). No splice variants for K A 1 , K A 2 , and GluR7 have
been found.
Expression of GluR5-7 in transfected cells or Xenopus oocytes produces currents
in response to agonist with the same potency order of domoic acid > K A > Glu, as
obtained in [ H] K A binding studies (Bettler et al, 1991, 1992). K A 1 and 2 have been
3

shown to have a much higher affinity in [ Ff] K A binding studies than GluR5-7, which led
3

to the idea of high affinity kainate receptors (Sakimura et al, 1992).

Homomeric

expression of K A 1 , K A 2 , and GluR7 does not seem to form functional channels
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(Sakimura et al, 1992). Homomeric GluR5 or GluR6, or heteromeric GluR5-7 subunits all
produce functional channels with rapidly desensitizing current responses to glutamate or
kainate (Hollmann and Heinemann, 1994). Co-expression of GluR5 or 6 with K A 2 has
been shown to produce functional channels; however, no interaction between GluR7 and
either KA1 or K A 2 has been demonstrated. Also, co-expression of GluR5-7 with GluRl 4 did not lead to any differences in channel properties, suggesting that heteromeric
complexes containing both A M P A and kainate subunits do not form in vivo (Patin et al,
1993). It is postulated that GluR7, K A 1 , and K A 2 subunits may act to modulate the
pharmacological and electrophysiological properties of kainate receptors (Hollmann and
Heinemann, 1994).
1.3.5 Localization of kainate receptor subunits
Using a radiolabeled ligand-binding approach, high affinity kainate binding sites
have been shown to have distribution distinct from A M P A receptors (Barnard and Henley,
1990).

In situ hybridization studies have shown that levels of expression of kainate

subunit m R N A were in general lower than for GluRl-4 mRNA, and that there was a
differential distribution of kainate subunits mRNAs in CA1 and CA2 pyramidal cells layer
of the hippocampus,

the caudate-putamen, and the septal region (Herb et al, 1992).

Hippocampal cells mainly express GluR6 with low levels of GluR5. GluR6 mRNA is
most abundant in the C A 3 hippocampal region and cerebellar granule cells.

GluR7

mRNA is pronounced in caudate and putamen (Bettler et al, 1992). Expression of these
receptors are also developmentally regulated. As early as embryonic day 10, expression of
GluR5 starts and gets more pronounced during development (Bettler et al, 1990).
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Postnatally its expression decreases until adulthood. K A 2 mRNA is widely expressed in
most parts of the brain, however, KA1 is largely restricted to C A 3 pyramidal cells and
dentate cells of hippocampus (Sakimura et al, 1992).

1.3.6 Orphan receptors
Two other glutamate receptor subunits have been isolated based on sequence
homology to GluRl-7. These genes, named 81 and 82, have similar structural features to
other ligand-gated ion channels with proposed transmembrane domains (Yamazaki et al,
1992; Lomeli et al, 1993). TM-II contains a glutamine in the Q / R site as well as several
sites for protein kinases. However, expression of these subunits as either homomers or
heteromers does not seem to lead to functional receptors (Wisden and Seeburg, 1993). It
is believed that either these receptors lack ligand binding sites or are not expressed in the
cells tested. The electrophysiological and pharmacological properties of these receptors
are very much unclear. They are highly expressed in the cerebellar Purkinje cells and are
developmentally regulated, suggesting that they may have a role during development
(Hollmann and Heinemann, 1994). Recent knockout experiments showed that the 82
subunit plays an important role in motor coordination, as well as formation of cerebellar
Purkinje cell-parallel fiber and climbing fiber synapses (Kashiwabuchi et al, 1995).

1.3.7 N M D A receptors
Homomeric NR1 channels
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Similar techniques used for identifying the first G l u R l receptor were used by
Nakanishi's group to isolate a c D N A for N M D A receptors (Moriyoshi et al, 1991). The
cDNA termed N M D A R 1 (or NR1) has -25-30 % homology with the other GluR cDNAs,
and when expressed in Xenopus oocytes, produces a current with similar properties to
neuronal N M D A receptors.

The structure appears quite similar to GluRl-7 with the

exception of a larger extracellular N-terminal. The current is activated by glutamate,
N M D A , or L-homocysteic acid (HCA). The current-voltage relationship is linear with a
2+

reversal potential of -0 mV in the absence of M g , similar to the neuronal N M D A
receptors (Moriyoshi et al, 1991). The Q / R region in the TM-II has an asparagine residue
giving it high calcium permeability (Yamazaki et al, 1992).

A l l the competitive

antagonists of the N M D A receptor, including D-2-amino-5-phosphonovalerate (D-APV),
3-(2-carboxypiperazine-4-yl)

propylphosphonoate

(CPP),

and

cis-4-

(phosphonomethyl)piperidine-2-carboxylate (CGS 19755), as well as non-competitive
antagonists such as MK-801, inhibited the current in a similar manner to that described
for neuronal N M D A receptors (Le Bourdelles et al, 1994). In addition, external M g

2 +

resulted in a voltage-dependent block, indicating that homomeric NR1 receptors contain
all the interaction sites present in neuronal N M D A receptors (Hollman and Heinemann,
1994).
The gene for NR1 has also been isolated and has been shown to be composed of
22 exons (Zukin and Bennett, 1995). Three of the exons , one in the N-terminal (exon 5)
termed N I and two in the C-terminal (exon 21 and 22) termed C I and C2, are alternatively
spliced, theoretically generating 8 possible splice variants of the NR1 subunit.
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These

splice variants are termed N R 1 A - G as shown in table 1 (an alternative name suggested for
each splice variant is also included). The N I sequence is highly charged, having six
positively charged residues arranged in two clusters at either end separated by three
negatively charged residues (Durand et al, 1993). Exons 21 and 22 are 37 and 38 amino
acid long, respectively. Use of alternative exon 22 causes removal of the original stop
codon and creates a new one, giving a smaller C-terminal (Sugihara et al, 1993). Only
seven of the eight possible splice variants have been found in c D N A libraries; the NR1
subunit including N I and CI but without C2 has not been found yet.
Expression of each NR1 splice variant generates functional receptors with different
physiological and pharmacological properties, suggesting that alternative splicing could be
responsible for generation of high diversity in neuronal N M D A receptors.

Table 1. Splice variants of NR1 subunit of N M D A receptor
Splice variant

insert
CI
+
+

NI
NR1A
NR1B
NR1C
NR1D
NR1E
NR1F
NR1G

-

-

C2
+
+
+

-

+

-

-

-

+

+

-

-

+

+
+
+

-

other
names
NRlon
NRlm
NRIOOI

NRloio
NRlooo
NRlioi
NRlioo
NRliio

These splice variants have been shown to differ in agonist affinity (Durand at al, 1993,
1992; Hollmann et al, 1993; Tingley et al, 1993). The N I exon has been shown to play a
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role in sensitivity of N M D A receptors to protons, and the C I exon plays a role in
subcellular compartmentalization of these receptors (Ehlers et al, 1995; Traynelis et al,
1995).

NR1 subunits which lack the N I exons show significant potentiation by

micromolar concentration of zinc (Hollmann et al, 1993). However, caution should be
exercised regarding the physiological relevance of these results, since homomeric
receptors may not contribute to N M D A receptor currents in neurons.

Heteromeric N M D A receptors
Using primers made against the conserved region of NR1 and GluRl-7 and low
stringency hybridization screening led to the isolation of four other subunits of N M D A
receptors. These subunits termed NR2A-D have 45-56% sequence homology but differ
from the other subunits, having <20% homology to NR1 subunits, suggesting that they are
from a new family of glutamate receptors (Ikeda et al, 1992; Monyer et al, 1992).
Structurally, these subunits are similar to the other glutamate receptor subunits except that
they possess a larger C-terminal domain.
Similar to the NR1 subunit, the Q / R site is occupied by asparagine (Burnashev et
al, 1992a,b). A sequence related to a zinc-finger has also been shown to be present in the
C-terminal of N R 2 A and NR2B, but the significance of this observation remains to be
shown. None of the NR2 subunits form functional homomeric receptors; however, when
co-expressed with the NR1 subunit they form heteromeric receptors with potentiated
currents (Ikeda te al, 1992). Co-expression of NR1 along with one of the NR2 subunits
produces a current with similar properties to neuronal N M D A receptors. Co-localization
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of NR1 and NR2 subunits has also been observed suggesting that the N M D A receptors are
likely to be heteromeric (Kutsuwada et al, 1992; Patralia et al, 1994). The receptors are
highly calcium permeable and blocked by the inhibitors of N M D A receptors. Different
subunit combinations produce different electrophysiological properties. For example, the
Mg

2 +

block for NR1 / NR2C and NR1 / NR2D receptors is much weaker than for NR1 /

NR2A and NR1 / NR2B (Kutsuwada et al, 1992).

Subunit-specific differences are

observed with respect to agonist-induced desensitization and current offset time after
removal of glutamate.

NR1 / N R 2 A offset time is considerably faster than the NR1 /

NR2B or NR1 / NR2C receptor combination (Monyer et al, 1992). The desensitization
rate is also much faster for the NR1 / N R 2 A subunit combination. Single channel studies
reveal that both NR1 / N R 2 A and NR1 / NR2B combinations have two conductance
levels, a main level of 50 pS and a sublevel of 38 pS, similar to the neuronal N M D A
receptors. The NR1 / NR2C receptor combination gives rise to two different conductance
levels of 36 pS and 19 pS (Stern et al, 1992).

1.3.8 Localization of NR1 and NR2 subunits
In situ hybridization has revealed the presence of NR1 mRNA in almost all
neuronal cells tested (Moriyoshi et al, 1991). Using an NI-specific probe in order to
determine the regional expression of NR1 with the N I exon, Young and colleagues
showed that this receptor splice variant is most prominent in the hippocampal CA3 region,
the granular cell layer of the cerebellum, and some cells in the thalamic nuclei (Standaert
et al, 1994). A probe directed to the C1-C2 exon showed that they are present in the
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hippocampus and caudate.

The expression of splice variants is also developmentally

regulated, with high levels of expression of NR1 subunit without the N I exon at early
stages and increasing levels at later stages (Laurie and Seeburg, 1994). N R 1 A and NR1B
are the last to be expressed at P8, and reach peak levels at P14 in the hippocampus and
cerebellum and at P31 in the thalamus. Using polyclonal antisera generated against the Cterminal of NR1, a 117 kDa and a 97 kDa band was observed on western blots (Chazot et
al, 1992). This suggests that the NR1 subunit is usually highly glycosylated.
In situ hybridization reveals that there is a differential distribution of the NR2
subunits.

N R 2 A mRNA has been shown to express predominantly in cerebral and

cerebellar cortex and in hippocampus (Moriyoshi et al, 1991). NR2B is more restricted to
thalamic and telencephalic areas, while NR2C is highly expressed in cerebellar granule
cells (Tolle et al, 1993; Hollmann and Heinemann, 1994).

NR2D mRNA is largely

restricted to diencephalic and lower brain stem regions and appears to be the only NR2
subunit in motor neurons of spinal cord (Tolle et al, 1993).

The expression of NR2

subunits is also developmentally regulated, with the NR2B and NR2D being highly
expressed before birth (Zhong et al, 1995). Postnatally, the N R 2 A and NR2C start to
express and increase until adulthood, while NR2B and NR2D decrease in levels (Zhong et
al, 1995).

1.4 Zinc in the central nervous system
The importance of zinc during normal brain function and development was
realized over two decades ago from observations reported in several areas of zinc research.
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The association of this element with over a hundred enzymes (Chelebowski and Coleman,
1976), and the link between zinc deficiency in rat and abnormal fetal development
(Swenerton, 1969) attracted the attention of many neurobiologists. The association of zinc
with myelin marker enzyme 2'-3'-cyclic nucleotide phosphohydrolase and alkaline
phosphatase led researchers to conclude that zinc might be important in the process of
myelination and brain maturation (Dreosti, 1984). Zinc deficiency was also shown to
reduce the activity of superoxide dismutase, an enzyme which protects against damage by
superoxide radicals, linking zinc with a variety of neurological disorders (Ebadi and
Pfieffer, 1984).
The typical concentration of zinc in the gray matter was estimated to be -150-200
p M , making it more abundant than some classical neurotransmitters, such as A C h
(Fredrickson, 1989).

Various neurochemical studies suggest that there may be three

separate pools of zinc in the central nervous system: protein-bound zinc, vesicular zinc,
and free zinc. Protein-bound zinc constitutes 85-95% of total CNS zinc and is thought to
be part of the structure of many zinc containing enzymes. This form of zinc is mainly
thought to be involved in modulating the activity of many neuronal enzymes (Ebadi and
Pfieffer, 1984). Vesicular zinc, which for unknown reasons is the only form of zinc that
can be stained using various histochemical techniques, has been shown to constitute about
5-15% of total CNS zinc. Electron microscopy of Timm's stained neurons, has revealed
that zinc is selectively localized to axonal boutons of certain neurons (Crawford and
Conner, 1972). Interestingly, only a small fraction of the vesicles in the zinc- containing
neurons were shown to stain for zinc (Crawford and Conner, 1972); these vesicles were
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shown to be typically clear and round, raising the possibility that zinc containing vesicles
are a small chemically distinct subclass of vesicles in these neurons (Crawford and
Conner, 1972). Free zinc consists of a pool of ionic zinc in the cytosol or interstitial fluid,
and its concentration is believed to be quite low (Feredrickson, 1989). It is believed that
this form of zinc, possibly released from zinc-containing vesicles, regulates neuronal
excitability in some regions of the CNS (see below).
The mechanism by which zinc enters neuronal cells is unknown. Based on the
concentration difference between the extracellular and intracellular zinc, the transport of
zinc into the cell would require cellular energy.

High affinity uptake of Z n has been
65

observed in hippocampal slices and in synaptosomes in vitro, and the rate of uptake has
been shown to increase with electrical stimulation (Howell et al, 1984). The highest rate
of uptake was shown to be in the CA3 pyramidal cells and the dentate gyrus (Howell et al,
1984).
Histochemical staining has revealed that zinc-containing neurons are mainly
localized to the limbic regions of the CNS, with sparsely scattered neurons also located in
the striatum, lamina I-UI and V of cerebral cortex, and the thalamus (Haug, 1984). The
trisynaptic circuit that leads from the lateral entorhinal cortex to CA1 pyramidal neurons
are all zinc-containing (Slomianka, 1992). However, mossy fibers of the hippocampal
formation have been shown to be especially rich in vesicular zinc. These fibers originate
in the dentate granule cells and synapse with the apical dendrites of
neurons.

C A 3 pyramidal

Outside of the limbic system most other zinc-containing neurons are

cerebrocervical and cerebrocortical neurons, which are the primary source of the zinc-
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containing neurons in striatum (Vera-Gil and Perez-Castejan, 1994). It appears that
vesicular zinc is closely associated with excitatory amino acid neurotransmitters.

The

majority of the zincergic pathways have also been shown to be glutamatergic pathways
(Slomianka, 1992), although the reverse is not true.
Zinc release from hippocampal slice was first shown by Assaf and Chung (1984).
In response to high K (23.8 mM) or kainic acid (100 plM), an estimated 18 % of total zinc
+

in hippocampal slices was shown to be extruded into the extracellular space, in a calciumdependent manner, giving an evenly distributed concentration of -300 u M Z n

2 +

at peak

convulsive activity. This large release suggests a possible role for zinc either in signaling
or modulation of neuronal excitability. Further experiments confirmed these results and
showed that zinc release is voltage-dependent and is accelerated by electrical stimulation
(Howell et al, 1984; Charton et al, 1985). Interestingly, zinc release was only observed in
the C A 3 region of hippocampus and not in the medial part of C A 1 , the fimbria, or the
thalamus, even though these regions have also been shown to contain zinc (Anikszkejn et
al, 1987). These results suggest a possible regulatory mechanism for release of vesicular
zinc. Zinc release was further localized to regions innervated by mossy fibers i.e. striatum
lucidum and hilar zone. Since zinc staining has been found in non-neuronal secretory cells
such as pancreatic (3-cells, it has been proposed that zinc may have a role in stabilization
of the secretory substance or as a storage cofactor (Perez-clausell and Danscher, 1985).
Based on these results, two roles for vesicular zinc have been proposed: 1) it may act as a
storage complex, and 2) it may act as a co-transmitter or modulator at glutamate synapses.
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1.4.1 The physiological role of zinc in glutamatergic transmission
A number of studies have indicated the possibility of Z n

2 +

in modulation of

neuronal excitability (Mayer et al, 1989; Westbrook and Mayer, 1987). The first set of
experiments gave contradictory results in zinc activity. Danscher et al (1975) showed that
in the presence of D D C , a chelator of vesicular zinc, a depression in synaptic activity was
observed. On the other hand, an increase in paired-pulse facilitation in the CA3 region of
hippocampus was observed in the presence of zinc (Khulusi et al, 1986). The mechanism
of action of zinc in producing both the inhibitory and the excitatory effects was initially
thought to be interference with neurotransmitter metabolism (Chung and Assaf, 1984).
However, increased knowledge about the physiology and the pharmacology of
neurotransmitter receptors and the use of more advanced experimental techniques led to
the proposal of a different mechanism of action for zinc. Using patch-clamp recording it
was shown that zinc has different effects on various ligand gated ion channels (Rassendren
et al, 1990).

A certain subtype of G A B A receptors as well as the N M D A receptor

subtypes were shown to be potently inhibited by extracellular zinc (Peters et al, 1987;
Westbrook and Mayer, 1987).

In contrast, non-NMDA receptors were shown to be

potentiated in the presence of low concentrations of zinc.
Due to the involvement of N M D A receptors in a wide variety of processes in the
central nervous system, the effect of Z n

2+

on N M D A receptors has received more attention

than any other receptor. Zinc inhibition was shown to occur in a non-competitive manner
with IC50 of -13 | i M in cortical cultures, which is within the proposed range of zinc
concentration in the extracellular space (Mayer et al, 1989; Legendre and Westbrook,
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1990). Zinc inhibition is voltage-independent, unlike M g , suggesting that the binding
site for Z n

2 +

and M g

2 +

are not the same. It has been suggested that the binding site for

zinc is near the external surface of the membrane rather than deep in the channel, like
Mg

2 +

(Legendre and Westbrook, 1990; Christine and Choi, 1990). Zinc had a small effect

on the glycine affinity for N M D A receptors, suggesting that it causes allosteric modulation
of glycine binding but probably does not bind directly to the binding site (Mayer et al,
1989). It is still not clear where the binding site for zinc is on the receptor. Since zinc
appears to act as an allosteric inhibitor, it is possible that it binds to a site similar to zinc
binding protein such as metaloenzymes. Zinc binding sites on other proteins such as "zinc
finger" structure of D N A binding proteins, include two cysteine and two histidine residues
separated by a loop of twelve amino acids. This structure has been shown to be present in
ligand-gated ion channels as a cys-cys loop which forms a (3-structural loop in the
extracellular domain (Hollman et al, 1993).
To determine the specific mechanism of block of N M D A receptors, single channel
analysis was performed on cultured hippocampal neurons. Using this technique, it was
shown that zinc could have two different binding sites on N M D A receptors (Christine and
Choi, 1990; Legendre and Westbrook, 1990). Low concentrations of zinc were shown to
reduce the open probability of the larger conductance levels of N M D A receptors i.e. 50
pS,

while the smaller conductance levels were largely unaffected

(Legendre and

Westbrook, 1990). The mean open time of the larger conductance level was markedly
shortened in a dose-dependent manner. Increasing [Na ] and [Ca ] did not result in any
+

2+

significant changes in the blocking potency of zinc, suggesting that the binding site for
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zinc is not in the channel pore, and it does not interfere with the permeation of other ions
(Christine and Choi, 1990).
A second binding site for zinc has also been proposed on the N M D A receptor.
This site has a lower affinity for zinc, since high concentrations were required to observe
its effects. Flickering was observed in single-channel analysis of the N M D A receptor at
higher concentrations of zinc, suggesting that this second binding site is probably in pore
of the channel (Christine and Choi, 1990). The physiological significance of this second
binding site is unclear.
A physical basis for the behavior of divalent cations as blockers or permeators has
been proposed to arise from differences in the rate constant for exchange of water
molecules in the hydration shell surrounding the ions in the aqueous solution vs. the rate
at which the ions dissociate from amino acid residues in the pore of the ion channel
protein (Hille, 1992). Permeant ions have fast rates of exchange, while voltage-dependent
blockers have slower rates (Hille, 1992). The rate of exchange of zinc lies between
calcium and magnesium, which led to the suggestion that at high concentrations zinc can
potentially enter the cell via N M D A or calcium permeable non-NMDA receptors (Koh and
Choi, 1994; Y i n and Weiss, 1995).

Incubation of neurons in the presence of high

concentrations of zinc has been shown to cause neuronal injury. Zinc toxicity has been
shown to be attenuated by N M D A receptor antagonists, suggesting that one mode of entry
of zinc is through the N M D A receptors (Koh and Choi, 1994).

Increasing calcium

concentrations were also shown to decrease zinc toxicity, suggesting that there is a
competition between the two divalent ions. Since zinc affects the activities of many
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neuronal proteins, intracellular zinc overload is thought to induce lethal disturbances in
neuronal cell

activity. Recent studies on neuronal cultures have shown that zinc may

enter the cell via three routes: N M D A receptors, voltage gated calcium channels, and
calcium permeable A M P A / Kainate receptors (Koh and Choi, 1994; Y i n and Weiss,
1995; Shiraishi et al, 1993). However, since very high concentrations of zinc are required
for permeation, the physiological role of zinc toxicity is still under question.

1.5 Excitotoxicity
The possibility that excitatory amino acids could be involved in neuronal
degeneration was first proposed by Lucas and Newhouse in 1957.

They noticed that

systemic injection of glutamate resulted in complete destruction of the inner neuronal
layers of immature mouse retina. Further experiments confirmed the neurotoxic potential
of

systemic glutamate in the regions not protected by the blood brain, barrier, in rats ,

mice, and monkeys (Olney, 1978). In the four decades that have elapsed since these
original observations, a tremendous amount of progress has been made in this field. It has
become widely accepted that over-exposure to glutamate causes neuronal cell death by
over excitation of cells, which led to the introduction of the term "excitotoxicity" for this
type of cell death (Rothman and Olney, 1987).
In spite of enormous efforts to elucidate the intracellular cascades leading to
excitotoxicity, the molecular mechanisms underlying this type of cell death are still very
much unclear. The basic characteristic of excitotoxic cell death as revealed by electron
microscopy include an initial swelling of cell bodies that may or may not result in cell
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death over the next several hours (Westbrook, 1993). Glial cells have been shown to
undergo reversible cell swelling but were generally more resistant to glutamate toxicity
(Rothman and Olney, 1987). A variety of evidence has linked the pathogenesis of acute
CNS insults such as stroke and epilepsy, as well as certain adult onset neurodegenerative
diseases such as Huntington's and Alzheimer's disease, to excitotoxic cell death (Albin and
Greenamyre, 1992; Rothman and Olney, 1987; Kowall et al, 1987). As a result, there has
been a large interest in elucidating the mechanisms underlying excitotoxic cell death in the
hope of developing therapeutic agents to block neuronal cell death.

1.5.1 The mechanism of glutamate toxicity
In general, studying the mechanism of glutamate-induced toxicity has been very
difficult both in vivo and in vitro. The presence of glutamate uptake systems in glial cells
and in synaptic terminals have largely interfered with the in vivo experiments. In order to
circumvent these problems, experiments have been carried out in in vitro preparations
such as cell culture, tissue culture, and brain slices. However, it has become quite clear
that in different preparations, glutamate over-exposure activates different cascades which
may or may not lead to cell death. A number of different pathways have been shown to be
involved in inducing excitotoxic cell death (Choi, 1994). So far, no single intracellular
pathway has been associated uniquely with cell death in each preparation. However, some
factors have been shown to play a more important role in excitotoxicity in certain neurons
than others. A number of extrinsic and intrinsic factors such as the type of glutamate
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receptors, the mechanisms available to buffer Ca or to metabolize free radicals have been
+

speculated to play a role in determining the vulnerability of neurons to excitotoxic injury
(Choi and Hartley, 1993).
In general, in vitro studies indicate that over-exposure to glutamate can cause
neuronal injury via two different mechanisms (Meldrum and Garthwaite, 1990; Rothman
and Olney, 1987; Michaels and Rothman 1990). These mechanisms can be separated
based on differences in ionic dependence and time course of injury. The first mechanism
proposed is the acute type of cell death which is marked by immediate neuronal swelling
in response to glutamate exposure (Rothman and Olney, 1987). Various reports indicate
the importance of extracellular sodium and chloride in mediating this type of cell death
(Garthwaite et al, 1986; Rothman et al, 1987).

It is believed that over-activation of

glutamate receptors leads to a large influx of extracellular sodium, accompanied passively
by extracellular chloride and water, resulting in swelling of the cell and eventually leading
to osmotic lysis (Rothman et al, 1987). However, this swelling is not necessarily lethal,
and some neurons can potentially decrease the intracellular volume and survive.
Depolarizing agents, such as high K , also mimic this type of cell.death (Choi, 1987;
+

Randall and Thayer, 1992).
The second mechanism, which is thought to be the more important mechanism, is
the delayed type of cell death. In response to low concentrations of glutamate for a short
period of time, a gradual death over the next several hours is observed (Choi, 1987).
Numerous reports have shown that calcium entry plays an important role in activating the
machinery that leads to cell death. Calcium is thought to activate various enzymes such as
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proteases, endonucleases or nitric oxide synthase, which in turn activate a cascade of
second messenger systems leading to cell death (Orrenius et al, 1989; Choi and Hartley,
1993). Studies by different groups have shown that delayed cell death is mimicked by C a
ionophores, such as A23187, and inhibited by intracellular infusion of the C a

2 +

2+

chelator,

B A P T A (Choi, 1987; Tymianski et al, 1993). Whether this type of cell death is the same
as apoptotic cell

death

or is necrosis is still

controversial.

Application of

aurintricarboxylic acid (ATA), an inhibitor of endonuclease activity, has been shown to
inhibit excitotoxic cell death in some preparations but not in others (Csernansky et al,
1994; Sagot et al, 1995; Dreyer et al, 1995). In a more recent study it was shown that the
state of mitochondrial function might determine the mode of neuronal cell death. It was
proposed that the immediate neuronal cell death is associated with extreme energy failure
in mitochondria leading to necrosis, while the delayed cell death requires intact
mitochondrial function and undergoes apoptotic cell death. Hence, the cells that survive
the initial insult undergo apoptotic cell death (Anakarcrona et al, 1995).

More

experiments are required to confirm these findings.
Pharmacological experiments indicate that glutamate receptor subtypes have
different roles in inducing excitotoxicity. The calcium-dependent cell death is largely
dependent on N M D A receptor activation (Meldrum and Garthwaite, 1990; Choi et al,
1987). N M D A receptors as mentioned previously are highly permeable to calcium, as
well as sodium and potassium. Antagonists of N M D A receptors, such as A P V , have been
shown to inhibit the delayed type of toxicity and reduce the amount of swelling (Simon et
al, 1984; Rothman and Olney, 1987; Park et al, 1988). In contrast, inhibition of A M P A /
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Kainate receptors with C N Q X mostly inhibits cell swelling (Rothman et al, 1987).
Complete blockage of glutamate-induced cell death can only be induced in the presence of
both N M D A and non-NMDA receptor antagonists. Although certain neurons, such as
NADPH-diaphorase positive neurons and some hippocampal pyramidal neurons have been
shown to be only susceptible to non-NMDA toxicity (Koh and Choi, 1988; Weiss et al,
1994b), the majority of neurons are more resistant to over-exposure to non-NMDA than
N M D A receptor agonists.
In order to observe cell death mediated by non-NMDA receptors, high
concentrations of the agonists ( A M P A or Kainate) and protracted exposure times are
required (Westbrook, 1993). The underlying reason for this increased resistance is still
unclear. Several subtypes of non-NMDA receptors have been shown to have a moderate
calcium permeability; hence, calcium permeability alone could not explain the decreased
susceptibility.

Two possible explanations have been proposed for these observations

(Westbrook, 1993).
allow calcium

One is that the subcellular localization of the receptors does not

to activate the appropriate protein, and the second is that fast

desensitization of these receptors does not allow sufficient calcium and sodium entry to
cause cell death. In chapter 4, experiments to test these hypotheses have been described.

1.5.2 The role of calcium in excitotoxicity
A number of studies have correlated the amount of calcium entry into the cell and
the extent of neuronal degeneration (Hartley et al, 1993; reviewed by Frandsen and
Schousboe, 1993). In response to glutamate, the intracellular calcium level has been
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shown to increase and remain elevated for an hour, after which it declines to normal levels
(Dubinsky, 1993). Several reports have shown that dantrolene, a blocker of intracellular
Ca

2+

release attenuates glutamate neurotoxicity, further confirming the calcium hypothesis

(reviewed by Mody and McDonald, 1995). However, other studies have indicated that
there may not be a simple linear relationship between elevated somatic [Ca ]i and
2+

subsequent neuronal cell death (Witt et al, 1994).

Furthermore, no direct relationship

between the vulnerability of neurons to excitotoxic cell death and neuronal calciumbinding proteins, such as calbindin and parvalburriin, was found (Freund et al, 1991). It
has been shown that the dentate hilus and the CA1 region of the hippocampus are the most
susceptible to neuronal death due to ischemia or following siezure activity, while the C A 3
pyramidal cells, which do not contain either of the calcium binding proteins, are largely
resistant, suggesting that the level of intracellular calcium buffering is not the only
determinant of excitotoxic vulnerability (Freund et al, 1991). Another theory proposed is
that the calcium required to initiate cell death must be localized to specific compartments
in the cell (Bindokas and Miller, 1995). In order to understand this correlation, a complete
characterization of temporal and spatial parameters in intracellular calcium regulation is
required.
Based on the information available, a three stage model for the mechanism of
excitotoxicity has been proposed which includes: induction, amplification, and expression
(Choi, 1994).

The induction stage includes all the immediate changes observed in

response to glutamate such as increases in cytoplasmic C a , N a , K , CI", and water, as
2+

well as

+

+

IP3 and diacylglycerol generated after activation of metabotropic glutamate
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receptors. Although the precise role of metabotropic glutamate receptors in excitotocity is
not quite clear, they could augment the intracellular calcium levels by releasing
intracellular calcium. The second stage, amplification, includes events that can cause
further increase in the intensity of these initial changes, such as C a

2 +

release from

intracellular stores, activation of protein kinase C or calmodulin regulated enzymes,
calpain or phospholipases (see Durkin et al, 1996).
The final stage, expression, includes the activation of cascades ultimately leading
to cell death. This stage is probably the most variable from cell to cell, and a number of
different pathways have been shown to exist. It is unclear if activation of one of these
cascades is sufficient to cause cell death or if combinations of them are involved.
Discussion of all possible cascades proposed for induction of cell death is beyond the
scope of this chapter. Current research has mainly focused on two pathways thought to be
the more common cascades. The first is activation of various calcium activated proteases
such as calpain I or phospholipase. These enzymes function to degrade major structural
proteins or disrupt membrane integrity, subsequently leading to cell death (Siman et al,
1989).

The second important pathway is the formation of free radicals, which could

initiate many destructive processes such as peroxidation leading to cell death (Baughler
and Hall, 1989; Coyle and Puttfarcken, 1993). Free radicals can be formed via three
different routes in response to glutamate, including: 1) activation of nitric oxide (NO)
synthase and release of NO, which in turn can react with superoxide to form peroxynitrite
and ultimately the production of hydroxyl radicals (Dawson et al, 1991); 2) conversion of
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Xanthine dehydrogenase to Xanthine oxidase (Dykens et al, 1987); and 3) activation of
phospholipase A leading to liberation of arachidonic acid (Chan et al, 1985).
2

The role of N O in excitotoxicity is still unclear. Inhibition of N O synthase has
been shown to reduce rapidly triggered excitotoxicity in rat cortical cultures (Dawson et al,
1991), while NADPH-diaphorase positive cells, which have N O synthase, have been
shown to be generally more resistant to N M D A toxicity (Koh and Choi, 1988). More
work has to be done to fully understand the role of each factor in excitotoxic cell death.
Based on these results several attempts have been made to intervene with the
cascade leading to cell death.

One possible method is simple inhibition of N M D A

receptors. Several non-competitive antagonists of NMDA-receptors have been developed
and they have been able to inhibit neuronal cell death following various CNS insults
(Kochhar et al, 1988; Sheardown et al, 1990). As mentioned previously zinc is present in
several regions of the CNS and is co-released with glutamate. Since it blocks N M D A
receptors in a non-competitive manner, it could play an important role in protection of
neurons from excitotoxic cell death.

1.6 Research hypothesis
A number of in vivo and in vitro studies have indicated that over-activation of
N M D A receptors causes an increase in calcium entry into the cell, ultimately leading to
cell death. However, the precise role of N M D A receptors has been difficult to study in
neuronal systems due to the presence of a variety of other ligand-gated and voltage-gated
ion channels. Several groups have reported that incubation of HEK-293 cells transiently
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transfected with subunits of the N M D A receptor in medium containing serum, causes
selective death of the transfected cells (Cik et al, 1993; Anegawa et al, 1995). Since H E K 293 cells do not express significant levels of other ligand-gated or voltage-gated ion
channels, expression of recombinant glutamate receptors in these cells provides a system
where the role of different subunits of glutamate receptors in mediating glutamate-induced
cell death can be studied.
The objective of this study is to characterize this system more carefully and to test
the effect of extracellular zinc on different subunits of the N M D A receptor. Using patchclamp recordings and cytotoxicity assays, an attempt to correlate the biophysical properties
of glutamate receptors with their cytotoxic potentials will be made. Finally, the role of the
metal chelator, serum albumin, in glutamate-induced toxicity will be examined.
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CHAPTER 2
Materials and Methods
2.1 Cell Culture
Human Embryonic Kidney-293 ( HEK-293) cells, obtained from American Type
Culture Collection (CRL 1573), were maintained at 37°C and 5% C 0 in minimum
2

essential medium (MEM) containing Earle's salts and supplemented with L-glutamine (2
mM), sodium pyruvate (1 mM), penicillin / streptomycin (100 U / ml) and 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS). The cells were passaged every three to four days and were plated at
a density of ~2 x 10 / ml. In order to split the cells, the medium was aspirated and the
6

cells were washed once with warmed phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution and
incubated with 1 ml trypsin (0.25% in PBS) at 37°C and 5% C 0 for 1-2 minutes. Then,
2

5 ml of fresh medium was directly pipetted onto the culture and the cells were agitated
until they detached from the plate. The cells were then divided into different dishes
containing appropriate amounts of media.

2.2 PlasmidcDNA
NR1A, NR2A, and NR2B were cloned into pRK5 ( a mammalian expression
vector containing the C M V promoter). The NR1A and NR2B cDNAs were gifts from S.
Nakanishi. N R 2 A (also called el) c D N A was a gift from M . Mishina. c D N A for GluRlj
and GluR6 (the fully edited version) were both subcloned into the pRK5 vector and were
gifts from P. Seeburg and S. Heinemann, respectively. The mutant NR1 subunits NR1
(N598Q) and NR1(N598R) were obtained from W. Tingley and R. Huganir.
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The

plasmid D N A containing the Escherichia coli (3-galactosidase ((3-gal) gene (pCMV(3)
was obtained from Clontech Laboratories, Inc. (Palo Alto, CA).

2.3 Preparation of plasmid D N A
2.3.1 Transformation
DH5a-competent cells ( Gibco BRL) were used for the preparation of plasmid
DNA.

100 ul of the competent cells was added to the required number of pre-cooled

eppendorf tubes. 30 ng of the plasmid D N A was added to each tube and the content was
mixed by gentle tapping. The cells were incubated on ice for 30 minutes. They were
then heat shocked for 45 seconds at 37°C and were immediately placed back on ice for 2
minutes. 0.95 ml of room temperature Luria-Bertani (LB) medium was added to each
tube and they were shaken at 225 R P M for 1 hour at 37°C for expression. 100 ixl of the
mixture was spread on L B plates containing 100 u,g / ml ampicillin and 50 ug / ml X-gal.
The plates were incubated overnight at 37°C.
2.3.2 Growth of Transformant for Plasmid Preparation
Single colonies of bacteria, transformed with plasmids were picked from plates
and grown for ~6 hours in 5 ml of L B broth containing 100 u,g / ml ampicillin by shaking
at 37°C at 250 R P M .

The 5 ml cultures were added to 500 ml of terrific broth (TB)

containing 100 mg of ampicillin. TB consists of 12 g trypton, 24 g yeast extract, 4 ml
glycerol in 900 ml of H2O mixed with 100 ml of phosphate buffer containing 2.3 g
KH2PO4

and 12.5g K H P 0 . The mixture was shaken overnight at 37"C at 250 R P M .
2

4
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2.3.3 Maxiprep of plasmid D N A
For separation and purification of plasmid D N A , the Nucleobond ® A x kit
(Macherey-Nagel GmbH & Co., Germany) was used.

The procedure outlined in the

instruction book of the kit was followed. The D N A obtained was dissolved in 1 x T E
(Tris-EDTA)

buffer, pH 7.5 and the final concentration and purity determined by

measuring absorbance at 260 and 280 nm wavelengths, using the Ultraspec 3000
(Pharmacia Biotech) spectrophotometer.

2.4 Transfections
Cells were transfected by the method of calcium phosphate precipitation (Chen
and Okayama, 1987). Cells were plated 12-24 hours prior to transfections.

A total

amount of 10-20 pg of plasmid D N A was used to transfect 10 cm plates. In experiments
requiring expression of two different glutamate subunits, equal amounts of cDNAs for
each subunit were added.

In co-transfection of glutamate receptor subunits and lacZ

(encoding bacterial (3-gal) cDNAs, the lacZ c D N A comprised one fourth of the total
amount of transfected cDNA.

The required combination of the plasmid c D N A was

mixed in an eppendorf tube. 3 M sodium acetate and 100% ethanol were added to the
mixture at volumes equaling one tenth and 3 times the total plasmid c D N A volume,
respectively. The tube was then spun in a desktop centrifuge for a brief period of time. It
was then filled with 100% ethanol and spun at 15,000 R P M for 15 minutes at 4°C. The
ethanol was then aspirated, leaving a white pellet of cDNA.
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The c D N A pellet was

resuspended in 450 ul of sterile 0.1 x T E ( 0.045 M Tris, 0.001 M E D T A , pH 7.4). 50 ul
of 2.5M CaCb was then added to the tube and the content was thoroughly mixed. 500 ul
of the solution was transferred to a tube containing 500 JLX1. of 2 x BES ( 50 m M BES, 280
m M NaCl, 1.5 m M Na2HP04, pH 6.96). The contents were mixed and kept in a sterile
flow hood for 20 minutes. Thirty minutes prior to the transfection of cells, culture plates
were transferred to a 37°C and 3% CO2 incubator. The contents of the tube were added to
the plate and the cells were kept at 37°C and 3% CO2 for 10-14 hours.

After the

incubation period, the media was aspirated and the cells were washed twice with 5 ml of
media. Cells were then incubated with 10 ml of fresh media. To the cells transfected
with N M D A receptor subunits, 250 ul of (±) 2-amino-5-phosphopentanoic acid solution
(APV; 40 m M A P V , 140 m M NaCl, 25 m M Hepes, pH 7.4) was also added. To prepare
the cells for toxicity assays the cells in each 10 cm plate were divided into 6 poly-Dlysine pre-coated 35-mm plates (or, in some cases, two or three 10 cm plates were
combined and divided into 12 or 18 smaller plates). In order to prepare the cells for
electrophysiological recordings, the cells were cultured on glass coverslips.

2.5 Cytotoxicity Experiments
Assessment of agonist induced cell death was performed by removal of the media
from the transfected cells -40 hours following the start of the transfection. Cells were
washed once with warm PBS and then incubated for six hours

(5% CO2, 37"C) in

solution containing, in mM: 140 NaCl, 5.4 KC1, 1.4 CaCl , 1.2 N a H P 0 , 21 glucose,
2

2

4

and 26 NaHC03, titrated to pH 7.4 with HC1 (osmolarity 325 mOsm). For experiments
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examining the importance of extracellular sodium, we used a low sodium solution with
the same components, except that 140 m M NaCl was replaced by 130 m M N-methyl
glucamine chloride and it was titrated with K O H (osmolarity 320 mOsm). In chloride
substitution experiments, the cells were incubated in solution containing, in m M : 70
N a S 0 , 21 glucose, 5.4 K S 0 , 1.2 N a H P 0 , 26 N a H C 0 , 1.4 C a C l , 70 sucrose,
2

4

2

4

2

4

3

2

titrated to pH 7.4 with NaOH. These solutions were pre-incubated for 30-60 minutes in
C 0 5% and 37"C incubator and then N M D A (or A M P A or Kainate) as well as 50 u M
2

glycine were added just prior to addition to the cells.

2.6 Immunocytochemistry
At the end of the six hour incubation period with agonist containing buffered-salt
solution, the cells were washed once with warm PBS and fixed
paraformaldehyde

solution

in

0.1

M

K P0 ,
2

4

pH

7.3

for

30

in a 3%
minutes.

Immunocytochemical staining for NR1 expression was performed using an affinitypurified rabbit polyclonal antibody generated against a 21 amino acid synthetic peptide
corresponding to the C-terminus of N R 1 A (designated as anti-NRl). The cells were
incubated with 0.5% Triton X-100 and 5% normal goat serum in PBS for 1 hour,
followed by an overnight incubation at 4"C with 5 (ig / ml anti-NRl antibody in 1% goat
serum / P B S , and a 1 hour incubation with a biocytin-linked goat anti-rabbit antibody
(Amersham, Buckinghamshire, England).

Finally, the cells were stained with the

Vectastain A B C kit (Vector Laboratories, Inc., Burlingame, CA). The cells were then
maintained in glycerol and the extent of cell death was determined.
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2.7 P-gal staining
Similarly, for P-gal staining the cells were washed with warm PBS after the six
hour incubation period. They were then fixed by incubating in 0.4% glutaraldehyde / 2%
formaldehyde in PBS for 5 minutes. The cells were then washed three times with PBS.
P-gal expression was assessed by incubating the fixed cells for -12 hours at 37°C in
freshly

made

solution

containing

1.2

mM

5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl P-D-

galactopyranoside (X-gal), 5 m M potassium ferrocyanide, 5 m M potassium ferricyanide
and 2 m M M g C l .
2

2.8 Assessment of cell death
The extent of transfected cell loss was assessed by counting N R 1 - or P-gal
positive and negative cells and comparing the ratio of transfected cells to the total
number of cells still remaining attached to the culture dish under different conditions. A
total of at least 1000 cells (6-10 fields at 200x magnification) were counted for each plate
and the results were normalized to the percentage of transfected cells alive for the control
conditions. The percentage of cells alive in each plate was calculated as:
Number of transfected cells
x 100
Number of transfected cells + number of untransfected cells

Each plate was counted twice, often by two different observers. A l l experimental
conditions were replicated in at least three different transfections. Results of different
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experimental conditions were compared using A N O V A , and significant differences were
determined by the Fisher PLSD at the 95% confidence level.

2.9 Solution assay for p-gal activity
After the six hour incubation period, the incubation buffer was transferred to an
eppendorf tube and kept on ice. 1.5 ml of 0.1 M sodium phosphate, pH 7.5 ( prepared by
mixing 41 ml of 0.2 M N a H P 0 , 9 ml of 0.2 M N a H P 0 and 50 ml of H 0 ) was added
2

4

2

4

2

to the culture dish and the cells were scraped off the dish using a cell scraper. This
solution was then transferred to another eppendorf tube and was kept on ice. Both tubes
containing the buffer solution and the cells were sonicated for 20 seconds using a cell
sonicator (Ultrasonic W-10, Plainview, N.Y.) in two 10-second pulses. The tubes were
immediately placed back on ice in order to avoid proteolysis. For each sample to be
assayed, the following solutions were mixed:
100 x M g solution

6 pi

1 x ONPG ( o-nitrophenyl-P-D-galactopyranosidase )

132 u,l

0.1 M sodium phosphate (pH 7.5)

402 ill

sample solution ( cell or buffer)

100 pJ

100 x Mg solution is 0.1 M MgCl , 4.5 M (5-mecaptoethanol. 1 x ONPG is a 4 mg / ml solution of ONPG
2

dissolved in 0.1 M sodium phosphate.

The reaction mixture was incubated at 37°C for 10-30 minutes or until a faint
yellow color was developed. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 1 ml of 1 M
Na C03 to each tube. In each set of reactions, the incubation period for both the buffer
2
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solution and the cell solution was equal. The optical density ( O.D.) of the reaction was
read at a wavelength of 420 nm using the Ultraspec 3000 (Pharmacia Biotech)
spectrophotometer. In each set of reactions a negative control was also included with the
same mixture of solutions, with the exception of the sample solution which was replaced
with 0.1 M sodium phosphate. The ratio of cell death was determined by:
O.D.420

(buffer)
x 100

O.D.420

(buffer) + O . D .

420

(cell)

Cell death for each experimental condition was normalized to death obtained for
the control, in which the cells were incubated with physiological salt solution. In order to
determine the linear range of the reaction, instead of the sample solution, a solution with
different concentrations of (3-galactosidase ranging from 0-12 units / ml was added to
each reaction mixture and the

O.D.420

measured just after a yellow color was developed.

One unit of E. Coli [3-galactosidase is defined as the amount of the enzyme that will
hydrolyze 1 umoles of O N P G in 1 minute at 37°C.

2.10 Electrophysiology
2.10.1 Recordings
40-48 hours following the start of transfections, the transfected HEK-293 cells
plated on glass cover slips were transferred to the stage of an inverted microscope
(Axiovert 100, Carl Zeiss, Inc.). Patch clamp recordings in the whole cell configuration
(Hamill et al, 1981) were made under voltage-clamp ( V = -60 mV) at room temperature.
H

Electrodes were pulled from borosilicate glass (Warner Instruments Corp., Hamden, CT)
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using the Narishige PP-83 electrode puller (Narishige scientific instruments, Japan).
Electrodes with resistance of 1-5 M Q were used. The tip of the electrodes were firepolished just prior to recording. Currents were generally sampled at 2-4 kHz, and filtered
•a
at 1-2 kHz.

100 p M glutamate was rapidly applied by a piezo-driven theta tube

(Hilgenburg, Malsfeld, Germany).

Control and agonist solutions were gravity-fed

continuously through the two different sides of the theta tube which was positioned
within -100 pm of the cell.

Switching between control and agonist solutions was

accomplished by computer-triggered piezo-mediated movement of the theta tube, and the
10-90% rise time for exchange of the two solutions was 1-2 ms. Control solution was
also continuously gravity-fed directly into the chamber, while at the other end, solutions
were drawn off at a rate which kept the fluid depth more-or-less constant.

When

changing solutions, both the bulk flow and the solutions from the theta tube were
replaced.
2.10.2 Recording Solutions
In the recording chamber, cells were kept in standard external solution containing,
in mM: 145 NaCl, 5.4 KC1, 1.8 CaCl , 11 glucose, and 10 Hepes, titrated to pH 7.3 with
2

NaOH.

In some experiments, the extracellular solution was replaced with a solution

containing high C a

2 +

and no N a in order to determine the C a
+

2+

vs. K reversal potential.
+

In these situations the bathing solution contained, in mM: 110 CaCh, 5.4 KC1, 25 Hepes,
and 11 glucose, titrated to pH 7.3 with Ca(OH)2. In all recordings, 50 p M glycine was
added to the extracellular solution.
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The solution in the patch pipette contained, in m M : 145 KC1, 5.5 B A P T A , 0.5
CaCl , 2 M g C l , 2 T E A , 4 MgATP, and 10 Hepes, titrated to pH 7.2 with K O H .
2

2

Glutamate and glycine were prepared from 10 m M stock solution and were added to the
appropriate solution to give the final concentration of 100 u M and 50 u M , respectively.
Z n C l was prepared from 1 m M stock solution to give the appropriate final concentration.
2

In all cases concentration rather than activity was used.

2.10.3 Data Analysis
Current signals were acquired and analyzed using p C L A M P software and the
Axopatch 200 amplifier (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA). Sets of different results
were compared using the Student's t-test and significant differences were determined at
95% confidence intervals. Curve fitting was done using a least square regression routine
using commercial software (Axum, Trimetrix, WA).
fitted to the equation I = I

The dose-response values were

x ( 1 / (1 + EC50 / [ agonists ] ) ), where I
n

m a x

m a x

is the

maximum current amplitude, EC50 is effective concentration at 50% block of the peak
current, n is the Hill coefficient.
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CHAPTER 3

NMDA over-exposure causes selective death of transfected
HEK-293 cells

3.1 Expression of functional NMDA receptors in HEK-293 cells
HEK-293 cells were transiently transfected with cDNAs for NR1 and N R 2 A (the
mouse homologue, el) using the calcium precipitation method (Chen and Okayama,
1987) described in chapter 2. At the end of the transfection period the DNA-containing
medium was replaced with fresh medium containing 10% FBS. In order to protect
transfected cells from over exposure to excitatory amino acids (glutamate, aspartate)
present in the serum, 1 m M (±) A P V , a competitive blocker of N M D A receptors, was
added to each 10 cm culture dish. -40 hours following the start of the transfection, the
medium containing A P V was removed, and the cells were incubated for 6 hours (37°C,
CO2 5%) with physiological salt solution containing 50 p M glycine. After the six hour
period, cells were fixed and stained with NR1-specific antibodies. Figure 1A shows a
typical experiment in which approximately 50% of the cells were transfected and were
expressing the NR1 subunit of the N M D A receptor.

On average, the transfection

efficiencies of NR1 and N R 2 A plasmids varied between 20-80%, depending on the
health of the cells and the pH of the BES solution used for transfections. A sister culture
of transfected cells was incubated for a 6 hour period in physiological salt solution
containing 3 m M N M D A and 50 p M glycine. Similarly, after the six hour period the
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cells were fixed and stained for NR1 expression (figure IB). Interestingly, the cells
incubated with the NMDA-containing solution appear to have a much lower transfection
rate than the control cells; however, the number of untransfected cells was largely
unaffected.

Loss of NR1 expression was associated with a marked decrease in cell

density, consistent with NMDA-induced death of NR1 / NR2A transfected cells. These
results suggest that transfected HEK-293 cells express functional N M D A receptors and
that over-exposure of these cells to N M D A decreases the survival rate of the transfected
cells.

3.2 N M D A causes dose-dependent cell death in transfected HEK-293 cells
Following transfection of HEK-293 cells, each 10 cm culture dish was divided
into 6 poly-D-lysine pre-coated 35 mm plates.

-40 hours after the start of the

transfection, the medium containing 1 m M (±) A P V was removed and the cells were
incubated for 6 hours (37°C and CO2 5%) in physiological salt solution containing
different concentrations of N M D A in the presence of 50 u M glycine.

After the

incubation period, the cells were fixed and stained for NR1 expression. The percentage
of transfected cells remaining on the dish was determined on each plate and compared to
the percentage of transfected cells incubated in physiological solution lacking N M D A .
Figure 2 shows the dose-response curve for N M D A toxicity obtained in this manner with
the data fitted to the Hill equation. The EC50 for N M D A toxicity was approximately 300
u M with slope factor of 1.1 and maximal cell death at 65%. Importantly, there was no
transfected cell death detected at the end of the six hour incubation with physiological
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Figure 1. Immunocytochemical staining of HEK-293 cells expressing NR1 and NR2A
subunits of the N M D A receptors. At -40 hours following the start of the transfection,
cells were incubated for 6 hours in physiological salt solution containing 50 u M glycine
and 0 (A) or 3 m M N M D A (B). After which, the cells were fixed and stained for NR1
expression using the anti-NRl antibody.

Both photographs were from a typical

experiment and were taken at 200x magnification. A decrease in the percentage of
transfected cells was observed when cells were incubated with N M D A solution, while
the number of untransfected cells was largely unaffected.
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Figure 2. Dose-response for NMDA-induced toxicity in transfected HEK-293 cells. At
-40 hours following the start of the transfection, cells were incubated for 6 hours in
physiological salt solution containing 50 p M glycine and varying concentrations of
N M D A . The cells were then fixed and stained for NR1 expression using the anti-NRl
antibody. The percentage of surviving transfected cells remaining attached to the dish
was determined and normalized to the control condition (i.e. no N M D A ) . Each condition
was repeated with at least three different transfections, and the mean values were fitted to
the Hill equation. The E C

5 0

for N M D A toxicity was -300 p M with slope factor of 1.1

and maximal cell death at 65%.
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salt solution lacking N M D A as compared with cells which were kept in standard medium
with 1 m M (±) A P V . Deprivation of medium (hence, growth factors) did not seem to
cause selective death of transfected cells. However, a general decrease in the overall cell
density was observed in cells incubated with physiological salt solution when compared
to cells kept in standard medium containing the N M D A receptor inhibitor, A P V .

3.3 Using (3-galactosidase as a marker of transfected cells
HEK-293 cells were transfected with cDNA encoding NR1 and N R 2 A subunits
along with lacZ cDNA, encoding the bacterial protein (3-galactosidase ((3-gal).

The

relative amount of lacZ cDNA was one quarter of the total cDNA with equal amounts of
the other two subunits. Following the transfection period the cells were treated as before,
and incubated in fresh medium containing A P V .

After -40 hours the cells were

incubated in physiological salt solution containing 50 u M glycine in the presence or
absence of 3mM N M D A .

The cells were fixed and stained either with NR1-specific

antibody (Figure 1) or for expression of (3-gal (Figure 3).

Figure 3 shows the cells

stained for (3-gal protein. The transfection rate of cells incubated in control solution
(figure 3A) was about 50% and this rate was much reduced in cells incubated in 3mM
N M D A solution. Importantly, similar rates of transfections were obtained using both
staining methods (compare figure 1A with 3A and IB with 3B). In order to compare the
N M D A dose-response curve obtained from the (3-gal staining with that for NR1expressipn, each 10 cm plate of transfected cell was transferred to 6 poly-D-lysine precoated plates and incubated for 6 hours in physiological salt solution containing 50 u M
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Figure 3. (3-galactosidase staining of HEK-293 cells expressing NR1, NR2A, and (3-gal
protein. At -40 hours following the start of the transfection, cells were incubated for 6
hours in physiological salt solution containing 50 u M glycine and 0 (A) or 3 m M N M D A
(B).

After which, the cells were fixed and stained for (3-gal expression.

Both

photographs were from a typical experiment and were taken at 200x magnification. In
the control condition, -50 % of the cells were transfected (A), while this rate was much
reduced when the cells were incubated with 3 m M N M D A solution (B).
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Figure 4. Dose-response for NMDA-induced toxicity in NR1 / N R 2 A / (3-gal-transfected
HEK-293 cells generated by staining surviving cells for (3-gal expression. At -40 hours
following the start of the transfection, cells were incubated for 6 hours in physiological
salt solution containing 50 u M glycine and varying concentrations of N M D A . The cells
were then fixed and stained for (3-gal expression.

The percentage of surviving

transfected cells remaining attached to the dish was determined and normalized to the
control condition (i.e. no N M D A ) .

Each condition was repeated with three to seven

different transfections and the mean value was fitted to the Hill equation. The EC50 for
N M D A toxicity was -290 u M with slope factor of 1 and maximal cell death at 63%.
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glycine and different concentrations of N M D A . After which they were fixed and stained
for (3-gal expression. The percentage of cell survival was determined as before and
compared to the control solution. Figure 4 shows the N M D A dose-response obtained
using (3-gal staining, with the data fitted to the Hill equation. The EC50 for N M D A
toxicity was -290 u M with a slope factor of 1 and maximal cell death at 67%. These
results indicate that staining for (3-gal in NR1 / NR2A / (3-gal transfected HEK-293 cells
accurately reflects the population of surviving N M D A receptor-expressing cells. Since
the (3-gal staining was technically simpler and more rapid than the

anti-NRl

immunocytochemical staining method, the former staining method was used to assess the
survival of cells expressing (3-gal and glutamate receptors in experiments described in the
next two chapters.

3.4 Glutamate did not cause cell death in transfected HEK-293 cells
Incubation of transfected cells with glutamate at concentrations up to 3 m M
instead of N M D A did not seem to cause a significant decrease in transfected cell survival
as compared to the control condition.

However, when cells were incubated in salt

solution containing 50 u M L-trans-pyrrollidine-2,4-dicarboxylic acid (trans-PDC), a
glutamate uptake blocker, cell death was observed in the presence of glutamate and
glycine. These results indicate that HEK-293 have an efficient glutamate transporter and
cell death can only be obtained when the transporter is inhibited. Glutamate-induced cell
death in the presence of 50 u M trans-PDC and 50 u M glycine had an EC50 of -300 u M
with

maximal

cell

death
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at

65%

Figure 5. The role of extracellular calcium in NMDA-induced cell death. HEK-293 cells
were transfected with NR1 / NR2A and NR1 (N598Q) / NR2A, or NR1 (N598R) /
NR2A, along with (3-gal. ~ 40 hours after transfections, the cells were incubated for six
hours in physiological

salt solution containing 50 u M glycine and

concentrations of N M D A .

different

After which, the cells attached to the dish were fixed and

stained for (3-gal expression. The percentage of transfected cell survival was determined
as described in chapter 2. From the same batch of cells, some of the plates were kept in
the medium containing A P V , and after the six hour incubation period, they were also
fixed and stained for (3-gal expression.

Incubation of cells with physiological salt

solution did not cause selective death of transfected cells as compared to the cells kept in
medium. Transfection of cells with the mutant subunits increased the survival rate when
compared to the wild-type.

Values are mean ± S E M from at least three different

transfections. * indicates that the values differed significantly (p < 0.05) from that
obtained for NR1 / N R 2 A transfected cells and + indicates that values for NR1 (N598Q) /
NR2A-transfected cells are significantly different (p < 0.05) from NR1 (N598R) / NR2Atransfected cells.
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as determined by staining for (3-gal expression ( n=3 different transfections; data not
shown).

3.5 Calcium and sodium influx contribute to NMDA-induced cytotoxicity
In order to test the hypothesis that calcium influx through N M D A receptors is
crucial for mediating toxicity in our system, mutant N M D A subunits that have previously
been shown to have decreased calcium permeability, were transfected and the amount of
cell death obtained was compared to that of the wild-type receptor. Two NR1 mutants
were tested, one in which asparagine was replaced with glutamine (Q; NR1(N598Q)),
that has been shown to decrease the calcium permeability, and another in which
asparagine was replaced with arganine ( NR1(N598R)) which almost completely
eliminates the calcium permeability. The mutant NR1 cDNAs were transfected along
with NR2A and p-gal cDNAs, and the transfected cells were incubated in salt solution
for 6 hours containing different concentrations of N M D A . Then, they were stained for Pgal expression and the percentage of cell survival under each condition was determined.
Cells transfected with either of the mutant NR1 subunits exhibited a significantly reduced
maximal cell death (figure 5). The maximal cell death for the glutamine mutant, NR1
(N598Q), was 35 ± 0.1 % (mean ± standard deviation for 10 m M N M D A ), and for the
arginine mutant, NR1(N598R), was 23 ± 4% (10 m M N M D A ) , reduced from -65%
observed for the wild-type receptor (figure 5). Interestingly, the EC50 for N M D A toxicity
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Figure 6. The role of extracellular N a in NMDA-induced cell death. HEK-293 cells
+

were transfected with either NR1 / NR2A or NR1 (N598R) / N R 2 A along with (3-gal.
About 40 hours after the transfection, the cells were incubated in low N a solution ( N +

methyl glucamine chloride was substituted for NaCl) containing 50 u M glycine and
different concentrations of N M D A .

The cells were then fixed and stained for (3-gal

expression and the relative survival of transfected cells was determined.

In cells

transfected with the wild type N M D A receptor, the maximal cell death was reduced to
34%. Even at the highest concentration of N M D A , 3 mM, cell death was not observed in
cells transfected with the calcium impermeable N M D A receptor, NR1 (N598R) / NR2A.
Values are represented as mean ± S E M from three different transfections. * represents
values significantly different (p < 0.05) from wild-type incubated in standard solution and
+ represents values significantly different between wild-type and mutant receptors
incubated in low sodium solution.
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seems to have been decreased for the almost calcium-impermeable NR1 mutant (NR1
(N598R)).
In order to test the importance of extracelluar sodium in N M D A cytotoxicity, two
different incubation solutions were used. In one of the solutions N-methylglucamine
chloride was used to substitute for NaCl, and H E K cells transfected with wild-type and
calcium impermeable (NR1(N598R)) recombinant receptors were incubated for six hours
in this solution. Figure 6 shows the N M D A dose-response obtained under this condition.
No significant cell death was observed in cells transfected with calcium impermeable
N M D A receptors, indicating that the residual cell death seen for this mutant receptor
when incubated in the standard salt solution was dependent on extracellular sodium.
Interestingly, in the low N a solution, the maximal cell death for the wild type NR1 /
+

NR2A transfected cells was reduced to 34 ± 3% at 10 m M N M D A , compared with -65%
in the standard salt solution. Removal of extracellular chloride, instead of sodium,
yielded similar results to those obtained in the sodium substitution experiments, except
that the extent of maximal cell death for wild type transfected H E K cells was slightly
larger ( 44 ± 2 %, n=3; data not shown). These results indicate that in this system both
calcium and sodium influx contribute to the mechanisms causing cell death.
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CHAPTER 4

Rapid desensitization of non-NMDA receptors is protective against
agonist-induced cytotoxicity
Numerous reports have indicated that neurons in culture are far more susceptible
to N M D A than non-NMDA receptor mediated cell death (Choi, 1994). In general, in
order to observe non-NMDA receptor mediated cell death, neurons require higher
concentrations of the agonist ( A M P A / Kainate ) and protracted exposure times. The
underlying reasons for this protection are still unclear. However, several neuron types,
including cerebellar Purkinje neurons as well as NADPH-diaphorase positive neurons,
have been shown to be vulnerable to kainate induced toxicity (Koh and Choi, 1988).
Several subtypes of non-NMDA receptors, such as the Kainate receptor subunit GluR6
(the unedited version), as well as A M P A receptors lacking the GluR2 subunit exhibit
significant calcium permeability in a similar range as the glutamine mutant NR1
(N598Q) / N R 2 A receptor combination, suggesting that decreased calcium permeability
alone can not be the only reason for the protection.
Experiments were designed to test the hypothesis that biophysical properties of
the non-NMDA receptors, specifically their rapid desensitization, in large part underlie
their reduced toxicity. HEK-293 cells were co-transfected with cDNAs encoding either
GluRl; or GluR6 (the edited version) along with p-gal.

-40 hours following the

transfection, the cells were incubated in physiological salt solution for 6 hours ( 37°C and
CO2 5%) in the presence or absence of saturating concentrations of agonists.
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Cells

transfected with G l u R l i were incubated with 100 u M A M P A , while cells transfected with
GluR6 were incubated with 1 m M Kainate solution. The percentage of cell survival was
determined by staining cells remained attached to the plate for (3-gal expression. No
apparent decrease in the percentage of transfected cells were observed in either of those
conditions when compared to the control condition.

In parallel, some of the cells

transfected with G l u R l ; were incubated with physiological salt solution containing
saturating concentrations of A M P A in the presence or absence of 100 u M cyclothiazide,
an inhibitor of desensitization of AMPA-type receptors (Partin et al, 1993). Some of the
G l u R l ; transfected cells were also incubated in 1 m M Kainate solution for 6 hours. After
the incubation period the percentage of transfected cell survival was determined by
staining for (3-gal expression.

AMPA-induced cell death was only evident in the

presence of cyclothiazide (figure 7).

1 m M Kainate, which also produces non-

desensitizing currents in A M P A receptors, caused 21 ± 1 % cell death.
In parallel, some of the cells transfected with the Kainate receptor GluR6 subunit
were treated for 10 minutes to 5 pJVI concanavalin A solution. Concanavalin A (con A)
has been shown to inhibit desensitization of Kainate-type glutamate receptors (Partin et
al, 1993; Patneau et al, 1993). These cells were then exposed to saturating concentrations
of agonist for 6 hours.

Following agonist exposure, the relative survival of the

transfected cells was determined by staining for [3-gal expression. Kainate over-exposure
was only toxic to transfected cells when they were pre-exposed to con A (figure 8). Six
hour incubation of GluR6-transfected cells with saturating concentration of Kainate,
following pretreatment with con A , resulted in a 18 ± 3 % decrease in the percentage of
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transfected cells, while incubation of GluRlj transfected cells with saturating A M P A
concentrations in the presence of cyclothiazide caused a 28 ± 2 % decrease.
increased toxicity observed for GluRl;-transfected cells compared with
transfected cells correlates well with the relative C a

2+

The

GluR6-

permeability of the two receptor

subtypes (see discussion). These results indicate that the rapid desensitization of the nonN M D A receptors is protective against glutamate toxicity.
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Figure 7. AMPA-induced toxicity is only evident in the presence of cyclothiazide. H E K 293 cells were transfected with the GluRlj subunit of the A M P A receptors along with pgal.

-40 hours after the transfection, the transfected cells were incubated with

physiological salt solution containing either 100 u M A M P A , 100 p M cyclothiazide, 100
p M A M P A and cyclothiazide, or 1 m M kainate. After 6 hours, the cells were fixed and
stained for P-gal expression. In parallel, some cells were left in standard medium and
they were also stained for P-gal expression. The percentage of cell death was determined
and normalized to the control condition. AMPA-induced cell death was only observed in
the presence of cyclothiazide. 1 m M kainate, which produces non-desensitizing currents,
also caused some cell death. Values are represented as mean ± S E M as in all graphs in
this thesis. * represents values significantly different from cells incubated in N a ringer
+

solution and + represents values significantly different between cells incubated in A M P A
+ C T Z and Kainate containing solutions.
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Figure 8. Kainate-induced toxicity is only evident in cells pre-treated with concanavalin
A (con A ) . HEK-293 cells were transfected with the GluR6 (the fully edited version)
subunit of the kainate receptors and (3-gal. -40 hours after the transfection, some of the
transfected cells were pretreated with 5 u M con A for 10 minutes.

Cells were then

incubated with physiological salt solution containing 1 m M kainate. After 6 hours, the
cells were fixed and stained for p-gal expression. "Medium" indicates control transfected
cells maintained in standard medium. The percentage of cell death was determined and
normalized to the control condition. Kainate induced cell death was only observed in
cells pretreated with con A . Values represents mean ± S E M from at least three different
transfections.

* represents values significantly different from cells incubated in N a

ringer solution.
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CHAPTER 5

Zinc protects against N M D A cytotoxicity in transfected HEK-293 cells
5.1 (3-galactosidase assay
In the previous set of experiments, where cells remaining on the dish were
counted, the assumption was that upon death of HEK-293 cells they detached from the
culture plates and floated in the salt solution. This assumption was never tested. Also, in
general, counting cells can be quite subjective even though proper measures were taken
to ensure the most accurate count was taken. In order to more accurately determine the
amount of cell death under each experimental condition, an assay system was designed
that would determine the (3-gal activity of the cells remaining attached to the dish in
relation to detached cells in the salt solution. Therefore, after the incubation period, the
cells and the salt solution were transferred to separate tubes and sonicated to rupture the
cell membranes.

A sample of each solution was added to a mixture containing

orthonitrophenyl galactoside (ONPG) as substrate. (3-galactosidase enzyme cleaves this
substrate to produce galactose and orthonitrophenyl, which at basic pH has a distinct
yellow color with maximum absorbance at 420 nm. Since the only rate determining step
in the reaction is the presence of (3-galactosidase enzyme ( the other products are at
saturating concentrations), the amount of product and, hence, the O.D. o readings reflect
42

the approximate amount of (3-galactosidase. In order to show the relationship between
the optical density at 420 nm and the (3-galactosidase activity, the reaction mixture
containing different concentrations of (3-gal was incubated for 10 minutes in 37°C water
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bath. Figure 9 shows the linear relationship between p-gal concentrations and the O.D.
readings of 0.1 to 1.2 (for calculating the amount of cell death,

O.D.420

values between

0.2 - 0.8 were used). Hence, determining the O.D. o within the linear range gives a good
42

approximation of the total P-gal enzyme present in the sample. However, since in each
experiment the rate of transfection and, hence, the amount of P-galactosidase enzyme,
was different, it was important to make direct comparison only between plates from the
same transfection. Therefore, in each experiment the amount of cell death was compared
to controls from the same batch of transfected cells.
HEK-293 cells were transfected with NR1, NR2A, and p-gal plasmids. The
transfected cells were incubated for six hours in physiological salt solution containing 50
u M glycine and different concentrations of N M D A .

Then, the solution and the cells

remaining on the dish (collected in lysis buffer) were transferred to separate tubes and the
amount of cell death was estimated by assaying for p-gal activity in the two sample
solutions. The dose-response for N M D A cytotoxicity obtained in this manner is shown
in figure 10. The maximal cell death was estimated to be 60%. However, it must be
mentioned that 10-15% cell death was always observed in the absence of N M D A . This
death was, in part, N M D A receptor-mediated, since addition of A P V to the physiological
salt solution during washing reduced cell death in control ( 0 N M D A ) to'5-10%. It was
suspected that this death came about due to a combination of two processes: 1) nonspecific cell lysis and / or detachment during washes; and 2) a small amount of
glutamate-induced cell death due to exposure to "burst" of glutamate release during lysis
of other cells ( A P V sensitive). Although HEK-293 cells have an efficient glutamate
transporter, the rate of glutamate uptake by the transporter is not known, and
73

Figure 9. P-gal activity is linearly related to

O.D.420.

Different concentrations of

P-

galactosidase enzyme, were added to reaction mixtures containing ONPG as substrate.
The mixtures were buffered at pH 7.5 and incubated at 37 °C for 10 minutes. The
reactions was stopped by addition of 1 M Na2C03. The O.D. at 420 n M wavelength were
recorded using a spectrophotometer. The reaction catalyzed by P-gal had a linear range
of O.D. 0.1-1.2, after which it began to level off. Values are represented as mean ± S E M
(n = 3).
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Figure 10. Dose-response for N M D A toxicity generated by assaying for (3-gal activity.
At -40 hours following the start of the transfection, cells were incubated for 6 hours in
physiological salt solution containing 50 p M glycine and varying concentrations of
NMDA.

The salt solution and the cells attached to the dish were then removed and

assayed for (3-gal activity. The percentage of cell death at every experimental condition
was determined and normalized to the control condition. The mean values ( ± S E M ; n =
3 to 7) were fitted to a Hill equation, with IC50 of 150 p M , slope factor of 1.1 and
maximal cell death of 60%.
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therefore, a sudden increase in glutamate concentration might trigger events leading to a
small amount of delayed-type cell death. In all experiments, this amount of cell death for
the control was subtracted from the observed amount of death for each experimental
condition in order to determine the NMDA-dependent cell death in the specified
incubation period. The E C

5 0

for N M D A toxicity was -150 u M N M D A with a slope

factor of 1.1. These results are quite similar to the results obtained previously using the
staining method, except for a lower EC50. The lower EC50 is possibly due to the more
direct comparison between the amount of (3-gal loss, used in this method.
The advantage of this method over the staining method is two fold.

First, it

proves our initial assumption that dead cells detach from the dish, and second, it is a far
more accurate system, since human error in counting cells is virtually eliminated. The
disadvantage of this method was that care must be taken not to saturate the p-gal activity
especially at high transfection rates. In such conditions the incubation period for the
reaction was reduced accordingly. This method was used to determine the amount of cell
death in subsequent experiments.

5.2 Zinc protects against NMDA-induced toxicity

Zinc has been shown to be a modulator of glutamate receptors, having inhibitory
effects on N M D A receptors, while potentiating non-NMDA receptors (Mayer et al, 1989;
Rassendren et al, 1990). A number of reports have shown that zinc is released in a
voltage-dependent manner in various regions of the CNS (Anikszkejn et al, 1987;
Charton et al, 1985). However, its role in glutamate-induced toxicity is still unclear.
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Also, the relative sensitivity of the various heteromeric N M D A receptors to zinc is not
known.

In order to determine the effect of zinc on N M D A induced toxicity in our

system, the cells transfected with NR1 / NR2A / P-gal cDNAs were incubated in
physiological salt solution containing 50 u M glycine, 300 n M zinc, and different
concentrations of N M D A .
conditions. The E C

5 0

Figure 11 shows the dose-response obtained under these

for N M D A toxicity was shifted from -150 p M to -800 p M , and

maximal cell death was reduced from 60% to -40%. Hence, in our system zinc acted as
a non-competitive blocker.
The NR1 / N R 2 A / P-gal transfected cells were then incubated in 1 m M N M D A
solution containing 50 p M glycine and varying concentrations of zinc. The amount of
cell death at each different zinc concentration was then compared to the amount of death
observed for cells incubated with 1 m M N M D A and 50 p M glycine alone. Results show
that zinc protected against NMDA-induced toxicity in a dose-dependent manner with an
IC50

of 500 n M (figure 12). Receptors composed of NR1 and N R 2 A subunits expressed

in HEK-293 cells seemed to have a much higher affinity for zinc than neuronal N M D A
receptors such that 5 u M Z n
system.

2 +

was sufficient to completely inhibit N M D A toxicity in our

Incubation of the transfected cells in physiological salt solution containing

different concentrations of zinc (without glycine or N M D A ) showed that in the
concentration range used for our experiments, zinc did not have any toxic effects on the
cells (data not shown).
Cells were then transfected with plasmids containing N R 1 , NR2B, and lacZ
cDNA, in order to compare the zinc sensitivity of this receptor subunit combination with
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Figure 11. Zinc protects against N M D A toxicity in a noncompetitive manner. -40 hours
following the start of the transfection, cells were incubated for 6 hours in physiological
salt solution containing 50 u M glycine, 300 n M Z n , and varying concentrations of
2+

N M D A . The salt solution and the cells were then removed and assayed for P-gal activity.
The percentage of cell death at every experimental condition was determined and
normalized to the control condition. Mean values ± S E M (n = 5-8) were fitted to a Hill
equation.

Presence of Z n

2 +

shifted the EC50 for N M D A to -800 u M and reduced

maximal cell death to 40%.
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Figure 12. Zinc protects against N M D A toxicity in a dose-dependent manner. -40 hours
following the start of the transfection, cells were incubated for 6 hours in physiological
salt solution containing 1 m M N M D A , 50 u M glycine, and varying concentrations of
zinc.

The salt solution and the cells remaining on the dish were assayed for (3-gal

activity.

The percentage of cell death was determined at every concentration and

normalized to the control condition ( i.e. no zinc). The mean values (± S E M ; n = 3-4)
were fitted to a Hill equation with IC50 of 500 nM and slope, factor of 1.1.
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that of NR1 / NR2A.

Cells were incubated in solutions containing different

concentrations of N M D A for 6 hours, after which the cells and the salt solution were
assayed for p-gal activity. Surprisingly, no cell death was observed even at the highest
N M D A concentrations during the 6 hour incubation period. The underlying reason for
this result is speculated to be the small amplitudes of glutamate-evoked current obtained
with expression of NR1 / NR2B in our system. Patch clamp recordings in the whole-cell
configuration revealed that the average 100 p M glutamate-evoked current amplitude
observed with NR1 / NR2B was about 10 fold smaller than that obtained for NR1 /
NR2A (table 2). Therefore, it is possible that sufficient C a

2+

and N a could not enter the
+

cells in order to activate the mechanism responsible for cell death in our system. Hence, I
was unable to perform the cytotoxicity experiments for cells expressing NR1 / NR2B
subunit combination.

5.3 Electrophysiological properties of recombinant NMDA receptors
Transfected cells were maintained in extracellular solution containing 50 p M
glycine

(and 0 M g ) and were rapidly perfused with 100 u M glutamate solution.
2+

Current responses to a three second pulse of the agonist were recorded in the whole-cell
mode under voltage clamp at -60 mV. The current responses from different transfected
cells displayed a wide range of amplitudes, likely reflecting cell-to-cell variability in
N M D A receptor expression levels.

The current amplitudes

recorded from cells

expressing receptors composed of NR1 / NR2A ranged from 250 - 4150 pA with an
average current of 1661 ± 1031 pA (n=33). However, the cells expressing NR1 / NR2B
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apparent transfection rate, and the current amplitudes observed were much smaller,
ranging from 16 - 662 pA with an average of 183 ± 151 pA (n=17).

Based on the

observation of others in the field, it is likely that the decreased expression of the latter
receptor combination is due to the presence of an excessive portion of the untranslated
region in the plasmid encoding the c D N A for NR2B. Decreased expression of one of the
subunits has been shown to be sufficient to decrease overall expression of the receptor
complex in heterologous expression systems (Mcllhinney et al, 1996).
The two receptor combinations had different biophysical characteristics under our
recording conditions (i.e. 100 u M glutamate, 50 u M glycine). Both receptors activated
very rapidly in response to agonist application, however, their desensitization rates were
markedly different. NR1 / NR2A desensitized in a biexponential manner, with the fast
component of the desensitization having a time constant X F of 142 ± 31 ms (n=21) and
D

the slower component having a XDS of 1253 ± 433 ms (n=21).

Current responses

mediated by NR1 / NR2B desensitized with an apparent single exponential TD of 945 ±
309ms (n=17), but the extent of desensitization was quite, small (<10%) during the three
second pulse.
The time constant for dissociation of glutamate (t ff) also differed between the
0

two different receptor subunit combination. NR1 / NR2A exhibited a T ff of 270 ± 28 ms
0

(n=12), while NR1 / NR2B showed a much slower glutamate dissociation, with

T ff
0

of

950 ± 238 ms (n=17).
In order to determine the peak current-voltage relationship for the two different
subunit combinations, whole-cell voltage clamp recordings were made in which the
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holding potential was stepped in 20 mV increments, from -100 to +100 mV, and the
current responses to a 500 ms pulse of the agonist were recorded at each holding
potential.

Both receptor types

had a linear current-voltage relation with reversal

potentials of 4 ± 1 mV (n=5) and 5 ± 1.5 mV (n=5) for NR1 / N R 2 A and NR1 / NR2B
receptors, respectively.

The relative calcium permeability of the two receptors was

determined by measuring the glutamate-evoked current-voltage relation in high calcium
external solution. The reversal potential under these conditions was 37 ± 3 mV (n=3)
and 38 ± 2 mV (n=3) for NR1 / NR2A and NR1 / NR2B, respectively.

5.4 Currents mediated by NR1 / N R 2 A are more sensitive to zinc than those of N R 1
/ NR2B
The inhibitory effects of zinc on neuronal N M D A receptors and its potentiating
effects on homomeric NR1 receptors have been shown previously (see introduction).
However, little is known about the sensitivity of the different heteromeric N M D A
receptors to zinc. In order to directly observe the effects of zinc on recombinant N M D A
receptors and to correlate its biophysical effects on N M D A receptors of different subunit
composition with its protective effect on NMDA-induced cytotoxicity, patch-clamp
recordings were done in the whole-cell configuration in HEK-293 cells expressing the
NR1 / N R 2 A or NR1 / NR2B subunit combination along with (3-gal protein. Extracellular
zinc inhibited the glutamate-evoked whole-cell currents mediated by both types of
N M D A receptors in a dose-dependent manner. However, NR1 / NR2A showed a much
higher sensitivity to zinc (IC of -500 nM- figure 15) than did NR1 / NR2B(IC of -10
50

50
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j i M - Figure 17, 19). Moreover, the IC50 for zinc inhibition of glutamate-evoked NR1 /
NR2A mediated currents matched that obtained for zinc inhibition of NMDA-induced
cytotoxicity (compare figures 12 and 15).
Extracellular zinc also affected the time constant of desensitization exhibited by
both receptors. The fast component of NR1 / NR2A desensitization (t ) was decreased
DF

to just 0.19 ± 0.04 (n=3) of control in the presence of 10 p M zinc (figure 16). The T

D S

and x ff were largely unaffected by zinc concentrations up to 10 p M . However, the
0

percentage of current desensitizing by the fast vs. slow time constant was also affected.
In the absence of zinc, -61 % of the current desensitized by the faster time constant,
whereas that percentage was reduced to -38 % in 300 n M zinc and to -12 % in 10 p M
zinc (figure 13). The time constant of desensitization of NR1 / NR2B was also decreased
in the presence of extracellular zinc. To was 286 ± 77 ms in the presence of 100 p M zinc
compared to -945 ms in the absence of zinc. The effect of zinc on desensitization was
dose-dependent as shown in figure 18.
A comparison of the glutamate-evoked current-voltage relationships in whole-cell
patch clamp recordings from cells transfected with NR1 / NR2A vs. NR1 / NR2B
confirmed that N a vs. K and C a
+

+

2+

vs. K reversal potentials were not changed in the
+

presence of extracellular zinc (see figure 14, 18). Hence, zinc did not interfere with the
ion permeability of these recombinant receptors.
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Figure 13. The effect of extracellular zinc on glutamate-evoked whole-cell currents in
cells expressing NR1 / N R 2 A and p-gal. -40 hours following the start of the transfection,
cells were voltage-clamped at VH= -60 mV and the current responses to three second
pulses of 100 p M glutamate in the presence of 50 p M glycine were recorded. A and B
show the effect of different concentrations of zinc on glutamate-evoked currents from
two different cells. The leak currents were subtracted from these traces. Extracellular
zinc inhibited the peak current and decreased the contribution of the fast-desensitizing
current. Note the change in scale between the right and the left panel in B .
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Figure 14. Current-voltage relationship for NR1 / NR2A in the control condition as
well as in the presence of Z n . Current responses to 500 ms pulses of 100 p M glutamate
2+

( + 50 p M glycine) at holding potentials ranging from -100 to +100 mV were recorded.
The leak currents were subtracted and the peak current at each holding potential was
determined. NR1 / NR2A showed a linear current-voltage relationship which was not
affected in the presence of 1 p M Z n .
2+

Zinc inhibition of the peak current was not

voltage-dependent.
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Figure 15. Dose-response for zinc inhibition of peak current in cells transfected with
NR1 / N R 2 A and (3-gal. Transfected HEK-293 cells were voltage-clamped at V =-60
H

mV and the current responses to 100 p M glutamate (+ 50 p M glycine) were recorded in
the presence of different concentrations of zinc.

The peak current measured in the

presence of zinc was normalized to that of control ( no zinc) for the same cell and the
mean values were fitted to a Hill equation. Each point represents the mean ± S E M from
n = 3 to 6 different cells. Because of the relative irreversibility of zinc inhibition, only a
single zinc concentration was tested on each different cell. The EC50 for zinc inhibition
was 500 n M with slope factor of 1.
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Figure 16. Zinc decreases the time constant of fast desensitization (T F) of current
D

responses from cells transfected with NR1 / NR2A. Transfected HEK-293 cells were
voltage-clamped at V =-60 mV and the current responses to 100 p M glutamate (+ 50 p M
H

glycine) were recorded in the presence of different concentrations of zinc.

The time

constant of fast desensitization of currents in the presence of zinc was determined and
normalized to that rate measured in the absence of zinc. Values are represented as mean
± S E M (n =3-4).

Zinc decreased the time constant of fast desensitization of NR1 /

NR2A current responses in a dose-dependent manner. * represents a significant
difference from control by the paired t-test (p<0.05).
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Figure 17. The effect of extracellular zinc on glutamate-evoked whole cell currents in
cells expressing NR1 / NR2B and (3-gal. -40 hours following the start of the transfection,
cells were voltage-clamped at VH= -60 mV, and the current responses to three second
pulses of 100 p M glutamate in the presence of 50 p M glycine were recorded. A and B
show the effect of different concentrations of zinc on glutamate-evoked currents from
two different cells. The leak current was subtracted from these traces. Extracellular zinc
inhibited the peak current and increased the rate of desensitization of the current.
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Figure 18. Current-voltage relationship for NR1 / NR2B in the control condition as well
as in the presence of Z n . Current responses to 500 ms pulses of 100 p M glutamate ( +
2+

50 p M glycine) at holding potentials ranging from -100 to +100 mV in 20 mV increments
were recorded. The leak currents were subtracted, and the peak current at each holding
potential was determined. NR1 / NR2B had a linear current-voltage relationship which
was not affected in the presence of 10 p M Z n . Zinc inhibition of the peak current was
2+

not voltage-dependent.
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Figure 19. Dose-response for zinc inhibition of peak current in cells transfected with
NR1 / NR2B and (3-gal. Transfected HEK-293 cells were voltage-clamped at V =-60
H

mV, and the current responses to 100 p M glutamate (+ 50 p M glycine) were recorded in
the presence of different concentrations of zinc. The peak currents were normalized to
the control currents and the mean values were fitted to the Hill equation. Each point
represents the mean ± S E M (n = 3 different cells for each point). The EC50 for zinc
inhibition was 10 p M with slope factor of 1.1.
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Figure 20. Zinc decreases the time constant of desensitization (x ) of currents responses
D

from cells transfected with NR1 / NR2B. Transfected HEK-293 cells were voltageclamped at VH=-60 mV, and the current responses to 100 p M glutamate (+ 50 p M
glycine) were recorded in the presence of different concentrations of zinc.

The time

constant of desensitization of current in the presence of zinc was determined and
normalized to that for the control response. Values are represented as mean ± S E M (n =
3 different cells for each point). Zinc increased the rate of desensitization of NR1 /
NR2B current responses in a dose-dependent manner.
difference from control by the paired t-test (p<0.05).
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* represents a significant

CHAPTER 6

Serum Albumin inhibits the protective effect of zinc against
NMDA-induced toxicity
6.1 Serum Albumin did not potentiate N M D A toxicity
It has been previously noted that incubation of NR1 / NR2A-transfected H E K 293 cells in media containing 10 % FBS is toxic to the transfected cells (Cik et al, 1993;
Anegawa et al, 1995; Raymond et al, 1996). The excitatory amino acids present in the
serum were thought to be the underlying reason for death of the transfected cells.
However, the concentration of glutamate and aspartate in the medium (-60 u M and -48
u M , respectively), measured by H P L C (Schramm et al, 1990), seemed too low to cause
such complete death of the transfected cells when compared with the dose-response for
N M D A induced toxicity. Hence, it was suspected that some additional factors present in
the medium were perhaps potentiating agonist-induced cytotoxicity. Serum albumin has
previously been shown to cause a dose-dependent increase in glutamate toxicity in
cerebellar granule cells (Eimerl and Schramm, 1991). Since albumin is also a major
component of the serum, we decided to examine its effect on NMDA-induced toxicity in
NR1 / NR2A-transfected HEK-293 cells.
HEK-293 cells were tranfected with cDNAs encoding NR1 and N R 2 A subunits
of N M D A receptors along with (3-gal as a marker of the transfected cells. - 40 hours
following the start of the transfection the cells were incubated in physiological salt
solution containing 1 m M N M D A , 50 u M glycine, and different concentrations of bovine
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serum albumin. Three different concentrations were chosen to represent the amount in
cerebrospinal fluid ( 0.15 mg / ml ), medium ( 4 mg / ml ), and blood ( 40 mg /ml ).
Serum albumin, even at the highest concentration of 40 mg / ml, did not cause significant
potentiation of the NMDA-induced toxicity (figure 22). Similar results were obtained
using lower concentrations of N M D A (not shown).

Furthermore, incubation of

transfected cells with physiological salt solution containing only serum albumin ( without
N M D A ) did not cause any cell death compared to control (not shown).

6.2 Serum albumin reduced the protective effect of zinc on NMDA-induced toxicity
Transfected HEK-293 cells were incubated in physiological salt solution
containing saturating concentrations of the N M D A receptor agonists ( 1 m M N M D A , 50
p M glycine ) to cause maximal death of transfected cells. In parallel (i.e. from the same
batch of cells ) some cells were incubated with the above solution containing different
concentrations of zinc. As shown previously, zinc inhibited the N M D A toxicity in a
dose-dependent manner.

Interestingly, when the salt solution also included serum

albumin, the inhibitory effect of zinc was much reduced. For example, incubation of
transfected cells with 3 p M zinc normally reduced the NMDA-induced toxicity to just 6
± 1 %, however, cell death was increased to 23 ± 6 % (n=3) in the presence of 4 mg / ml
serum albumin (figure 21).
In order to determine if the effect of serum albumin was dose-dependent,
transfected cells were incubated with solution containing saturating concentrations of
N M D A and glycine and 3 p M zinc, along with different concentrations of serum
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albumin. Figure 22 shows that serum albumin reduced the effect of zinc in a dosedependent manner. Under control conditions (1 m M N M D A and 50 u M glycine only),
-60 % of the transfected cells died, while the presence of Z n

2 +

reduced the amount of cell

death. Serum albumin caused a dose-dependent increase in the amount of cell death,
such that incubation of cells with 40 mg / ml serum albumin increased N M D A toxicity to
-38 % in the presence of 3 u M zinc. These results indicate that serum albumin could act
to decrease the protective effect of zinc against N M D A toxicity.
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Figure 21. Serum albumin inhibits the protective effect of zinc against N M D A toxicity.
-40 hours following the start of the transfection, cells were incubated for 6 hours in
physiological salt solution containing 1 m M N M D A , 50 p M glycine and varying
concentrations of zinc. In parallel, some of the plates were incubated with the above
solutions containing 4 mg / ml bovine serum albumin. The salt solution and the cells
remaining on the dish were assayed for (3-gal activity. The percentage of cell death was
determined at every concentration. Values are represented as mean ± S E M (n = 3-6
different transfections). The percentage of cell death was increased in the presence of
serum albumin. * represents a significant difference from control by the paired t-test
(p<0.05).
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Figure 2 2 . Albumin decreased the inhibitory effects of zinc in a dose-dependent manner.
At -40 hours following the start of the transfection, cells were incubated for 6 hours in
physiological salt solution containing 1 m M N M D A , 50 p M glycine, 3 p M zinc and
varying concentrations of serum albumin. The salt solution and the cells remaining on
the dish were then assayed for (3-gal activity. The amount of cell death was determined
and the mean values ( ± SEM) from at least three different transfections are shown.
Serum albumin only potentiated N M D A toxicity in the presence of zinc. * represents a
significant difference from control by the paired t-test (p<0.05).
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CHAPTER 7

Discussion
7.1 Characterization of N M D A toxicity in transfected HEK-293 cells
The ability of HEK-293 cells to take up and express foreign plasmids has been
well established.

Previous reports have suggested that incubation of HEK-293 cells

expressing functional N M D A receptors in medium containing 10% FBS causes selective
death of transfected cells (Anegawa et al, 1995; Cik et al, 1994). This cell death was
proposed to be due to the presence of excitatory amino acids in the serum; however,
direct experimental evidence for this idea has not been shown. Also, these two groups
assayed only total cell death (by trypan blue uptake) and therefore did not measure the
extent of transfected cell death.

Hence, in order to fully characterize this system,

selective death of NR1 / NR2A-transfected HEK-293 cells was assayed under conditions
of defined agonist concentration and exposure time. A six hour incubation period was
selected as shorter periods did not produce sufficient cell death. By cell staining and
counting methods, the EC50 for N M D A toxicity was shown to be -300 p M and maximal
cell death was -65%. In these initial experiments, the percentage of transfected cells
remaining attached to the dish in all experimental conditions was compared to the control
plate from a sister culture of cells; hence, directly determining the amount of transfected
cell death. By using the marker gene, lacZ, it was shown that the amount of cell death
determined by staining for (3-gal expression was similar to the value obtained using antiN R l specific antibody. Using calcium imaging, it has been shown that >85% of (3-gal
positive HEK-293 cells co-transfected with LacZ and N M D A receptor subunits also
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respond to N M D A (S. Duffy and T.H. Murphy, personal communication). Hence,
staining for (3-gal expression gives a good estimate for the percentage of cells expressing
N M D A receptors.
Using this technique, it was noticed that even at the highest concentrations of the
agonist (10 m M N M D A and 50 p M glycine), a significant percentage of the transfected
cells still survived.

The underlying reason for this resistance is unclear, but it is

speculated that these cells may express the N M D A receptor subunits at relatively low
levels, and hence, produce currents with relatively small amplitudes. Thus, the C a

2+

and

Na influx would be below the threshold for induction of cell death. Further experiments
+

are required to test this hypothesis.
In the staining assays, it was assumed that dead cells detach from the culture plate
and only the cells that survive the N M D A exposure remain attached to the dish. In order
to more accurately determine the amount of cell death, we developed an assay system that
would eliminate human error inherent in counting cells and support our initial
assumption regarding cell death. By comparing P-gal activity in the salt solution and the
cells attached to the dish, the amount of cell death was estimated at every condition and
normalized to the control condition from the same batch of cells. The EC50 for N M D A
toxicity was -150 p M with maximum cell death at 60%. The sensitivity of N M D A induced toxicity in our system is comparable to that observed in neurons following
agonist exposure (Meldrum and Garthwaite, 1990).
Incubation of transfected cells in medium containing 10% FBS, has been reported
to cause -89% cell death (Raymond et al, 1996). However, the expected concentration of
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excitatory amino acids in the serum (see Schramm et al, 1990) seem too low to cause
such complete death of transfected cells, when compared to the N M D A dose-response.
Two possible explanations are proposed for this discrepancy: 1) the medium may contain
factors that potentiate toxicity, such as polyamines and serum albumin (Durand et al,
1993; Traynelis et al, 1993; Eimerl and Schramm, 1993); and 2) acute exposure of
transfected cells to low concentrations of agonist could trigger events leading to a delayed
type of cell death, similar to neuronal systems (Choi, 1988). Surprisingly incubation of
transfected cells with glutamate at concentrations as high as 10 m M , did not result in
significant cell death. Glutamate toxicity was only observed in the presence of 50 u M
trans-PDC, a blocker of glutamate transport. Kidney cells have been shown to highly
express the neuronal glutamate transporter (Kanai and Hediger, 1992).

Also, rapid

uptake of radiolabeled glutamate from the medium has been observed in HEK-293 cells
by J. Rothstein (unpublished data). It is speculated that other amino acid analogs of
glutamate which could activate NR1 / NR2A subunits but are not taken up by the
transporter, underlie the cell death observed in incubation with medium (see Kanai and
Hediger, 1992). Also, since the actual kinetics of glutamate uptake by the transporter are
not known, the possibility that a sudden increase in glutamate concentration triggering
events leading to delayed type cell death can not be ruled out. Further experiments are
required in our system to determine whether a large percentage of NMDA-expressing
cells are destined to die 24 hours following agonist exposure.
Several reports have shown that the affinity of NR1 / N R 2 A is significantly
higher for glutamate than for N M D A (Moriyoshi et al, 1991; Ishii et al, 1993; Laurie and
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Seeburg, 1994).

Hence it was expected that the EC50 for glutamate be lower than

NMDA-induced cell death. In our study, no difference in the sensitivity of the receptor
for glutamate and N M D A was observed. It is possible that higher concentration of transPDC are required in order to completely block glutamate uptake by the transporter.

7.2 Both sodium and calcium play a role in inducing cell death
In order to assess the role of extracellular calcium and sodium in mediating cell
death in this system, we used two different mutants of NR1 subunits with decreased
calcium permeability. In chapter 3, it was shown that the survival of HEK-293 cells
transfected with the mutant receptors was increased relative to the wild-type receptor,
suggesting that calcium entry plays an important role in mediating cell death in our
system.

Although the conditions we used to assess cell death tend to favor N a +

dependent cell death in neurons, in our system -65% of cell death was calciumdependent.
The role of extracellular N a in mediating cell death was further confirmed by
+

substitution of N a with N-methylglucamine. Incubation of cells transfected with NR1 /
+

NR2A subunits of the N M D A receptors in low N a solution containing different
+

concentrations of the agonists, resulted in increased survival of the transfected cells
relative to control. Incubation of cells transfected with the calcium impermeable N M D A
receptor in this solution, did not show any significant cell death.

Interestingly, CI"

substitution experiments resulted in more cell death than N a substitution. It is possible
+
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that N-methylglucamine which was substituted for Na , might have some blocking action
+

on the receptor. Further experiments are required to confirm this idea.
These results indicate that in this system both sodium and calcium play a role in
inducing cell death. However, calcium influx seems to be the more important mediator
of cell death.

Further experiments are needed to determine whether short agonist

exposure combined with delayed assessment will result in a more extensive cell death
that is purely calcium-dependent.

7 . 3 Rapid desensitization of non-NMDA receptors is protective against agonist
toxicity
Results described in chapter 4 indicate that one possible explanation for the
decreased susceptibility of neurons to over-exposure to non-NMDA receptor agonist is
the fast desensitization of these receptors. Incubation of HEK-293 cells expressing either
GluRli or GluR6 with saturating concentrations of agonists did not result in significant
cell death compared to control. However, in the presence of inhibitors of desensitization,
cell death was observed. Also, incubation of G l u R l j transfected cells with 1 m M kainate,
which produces non-desensitizing currents, caused significant cell death compared to
control. Apparently, the rapid desensitization of non-NMDA receptors does not allow
sufficient sodium and calcium entry into the cell to activate the mechanism leading to cell
death.

These results are in agreement with previously published reports in neurons.

AMPA-receptor mediated toxicity in cultured cerebellar Purkinje cells has been shown to
be potentiated by cyclothiazide (Zorumski et al, 1990; May and Robinson, 1993).
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Similarly, conA and cyclothiazide treatment of cultured hippocampal neurons has been
shown to enhance non-NMDA toxicity (Moudy et al, 1994; Brorson et al, 1995).
However, it must also be mentioned that several reports have shown non-NMDA toxicity
in the absence of desensitization inhibitors (Choi, 1994; Weiss et al, 1994; Y i n et al,
1994). It is speculated that the resistance observed in the transfected HEK-293 cells may
depend on the glutamate receptor subunit composition, differences between HEK-293
cells and neurons in vulnerability to cell death, or on our experimental conditions. It has
been shown that the receptors we tested, G l u R l ; and GluR6, desensitize completely in
response to saturating concentrations of agonists (Raymond et al, 1996). On the other
hand, several groups have shown that some subtypes of A M P A receptors do not
desensitize completely (Brorson et al, 1995). It is also possible that exposure to A M P A
or kainate only activates the delayed type of cell death and little cell death is observed
after 6 hours. Although this hypothesis is quite unlikely due to the decreased calcium
permeability of non-NMDA receptors, the possibility cannot be ruled out.
The

relative calcium

permeability of non-NMDA

and N M D A

subunit

composition has been determined (Burnashev et al, 1992). It is of special interest to note
that the calcium permeability of GluRl is comparable to the mutant N M D A receptor
NR1 (N598Q) / NR2A and the calcium permeability of the edited GluR6 subunit is
similar to the nearly calcium impermeable N M D A mutant, NR1 (N598R) / NR2A
(Egebjerg and Heinemann, 1993). Not surprisingly the extent of cell death in the mutant
N M D A receptors matches the corresponding non-NMDA receptors in the presence of
inhibitors of desensitization (18 ± 3 % vs. 23 ± 4% for GluR6 and NR1 (N598R) / NR2A
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and 28 ± 2 % vs. 35 + 0.1 % for G l u R l and NR1 (N598Q) / NR2A).

The slight

difference observed might be due to the different current amplitudes of the receptor
subtypes.

Hence, the extent of agonist induced cell death in this system seemed to

correlate well with the relative calcium permeability of these recombinant receptors.

7.4

Electrophysiological properties of N R 1 / N R 2 A and N R 1 / N R 2 B
Patch-clamp recording in the whole-cell configuration was performed on H E K -

293 cells expressing either NR1 / NR2A / (3-gal or NR1 / NR2B / (3-gal. Results in
chapter 5 show that the current responses to a three second pulse of 100 p M glutamate in
the presence of 50 p M glycine differ significantly for the two subunit combinations.
Both receptors showed fast onset in response to the agonist but had different kinetics of
desensitization, with NR1 / NR2A having a fast and a slow component of desensitization,
while the NR1 / NR2B showed only a slow desensitization.
agreement with previously published results (Monyer et al, 1992).

These results are in
Another difference

between the two receptors was the shorter off-set decay time course observed following
the three second pulse of glutamate NR1 / NR2A vs. NR1 / NR2B. This observation is
in agreement with previously published results, except for the time constant for current
off-set decay. Previous reports indicate TOFF'S of -120 and -400 ms for NR1 / NR2A and
NR1 / NR2B, respectively (Monyer et al, 1992; Monyer et al 1994), while we observed
TOFF'S

of -270 ms and -930 ms for the two subunit combinations, respectively. In our

laboratory, a wide range of values for T ff have been observed. It is speculated that the
0

larger values observed in my experiments are due to suboptimal positioning of the theta
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tube, such that complete removal of glutamate is relatively slow. The offset decay time
constant is thought to be important for the coincidence detection of pre- and postsynaptic
activities (Bourne and Nicoll, 1993). Hence, the longer decay time in NR1 / NR2B could
be important in detection of low synchronicity of presynaptic activities and postsynaptic
depolarization.
The current-voltage relationship for both receptor subtypes was linear with
reversal potentials of -4 mV and the relative calcium permeability as estimated by C a

2+

vs. K reversal potential was similar for both receptors. Interestingly, in our system the
+

relative expression of NR1 / NR2B was much less than NR1 / NR2A.

The current

amplitude for NR1 / NR2B was -10 fold smaller than NR1 / NR2A. As discussed in
chapter 5, it is speculated that the presence of sequence of base pairs in the 5' untranslated
region of the NR2B gene inhibits translation of NR2B receptors. It has been shown that
in order to obtain functional glutamate receptors in HEK-293 cells, expression of both
NR1 and NR2 subunits are required (Mcllhinney et al, 1996). Hence, more work is
needed to determine the sequence of the untranslated region of the gene causing the
decreased expression.

7.5 Differential sensitivity of N M D A receptor subunits to zinc
The effect of zinc on N M D A induced cell death was analyzed. Results in chapter
5 showed that zinc inhibits N M D A toxicity in NR1 / NR2A transfected cells in a noncompetitive manner with an IC50 of -500 n M . Previous reports have shown similar
results in cultured cortical and cerebellar granule cells. However, the IC50 reported for
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the inhibition of glutamate toxicity, ranged from 500 n M in cerebellar granule cells to 80
p M in cortical cultures (Eimerl and Schramm, 1991; Koh and Choi, 1988).
Using patch-clamp recordings, we showed that the IC50 for inhibition of peak
current in cells transfected with NR1 / N R 2 A was similar to the value obtained in the
toxicity assays, suggesting that the mechanism of action of zinc is simple blockage of the
receptor. Since inhibition of the peak current mediated by NR1 / N R 2 A by extracellular
zinc was not voltage-dependent, and did not interfere with the ionic permeability of the
receptor, it is speculated that the binding site for zinc is not in the pore of the receptor-ion
channel.
A similar mechanism of inhibition by zinc was observed for NR1 / NR2B
mediated currents, however, the IC50 was -20 fold larger for this subunit combination.
The I C

50

for inhibition of the peak current was -10 p M , similar to the value reported for

inhibition of peak currents and single channel currents in neuronal N M D A receptors
(Christine and Choi, 1990; Legendre et al, 1990). In support of our results, previous
reports have shown that NR1 / N R 2 A shows a higher affinity for certain N M D A receptor
antagonists such as D - A P V , than does NR1 / NR2B, while the reverse is true for N M D A
receptor agonists (Laurie and Seeburg, 1994). Hence, NR1 / N R 2 A and NR1 / NR2B are
termed antagonist-preferring and agonist-preferring, respectively.
Another interesting effect of zinc on the whole cell current was the change in the
rate of desensitization. The rate of the fast component of the desensitization of NR1 /
NR2A current was increased, while the slower component was relatively unchanged.
The rate of desensitization of currents in NR1 / NR2B transfected cells was also
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increased. This increase in the desensitization rate was dose-dependent in both receptor
subtypes, and it is speculated that it might play a role in modulating the receptor and
hence, calcium entry into the cell. The net effect of zinc on neuronal N M D A toxicity is
unclear.

With increasing concentrations of zinc, a decrease in the ratio of the fast-

desensitizing current was observed for NR1 / NR2A-transfected cells, such that at 10 u M
zinc, only 12% of the current desensitized with the fast rate. Previous work had shown
that zinc preferentially inhibits the larger conductance channels (50 pS) while, the smaller
amplitude conductance channels (<25 pS) were relatively unaffected (Christine and Choi,
1990). It is possible that the proportion of the current desensitizing with the faster rate
mainly constitutes the larger conductance channels, and hence, they are mainly inhibited.
Single channel analysis is required to confirm this hypothesis.
Hence, different subunit compositions of N M D A receptors have different
sensitivities to zinc.

The decreased affinity of NR1 / NR2B for zinc could result in

decreased inhibition of the current during development, since this receptor combination is
predominantly expressed before birth (Monyer et al, 1994).

On the other hand, the

increased sensitivity of NR1 / N R 2 A could play an important role in the inhibition of
excitotoxic cell death in adulthood.

A recent study by Lou-Vallano and colleagues

(1994) suggest that cerebellar granule cells express different subunits of the N M D A
receptors when cultured under different conditions. It is believed that alteration in C a

2+

influx through N M D A receptors may provide a feed-back system that regulates subunit
expression. Incubation of cerebellar granule cells in solutions containing N M D A or 25
m M KC1 was shown to cause a rapid induction of NR2A and down-regulation of NR2B,
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followed by a gradual induction of NR2C. Expression of NR1 / N R 2 A subunits could
explain the low IC50 for zinc observed in these cells. Furthermore, our results indicate
that even at very low concentrations, zinc could modulate the N M D A response in
neurons expressing NR1 / NR2A subunit composition.

7.6 Serum albumin inhibits the protective effect of zinc against NMDA toxicity
N M D A receptors have been shown to be modulated by a number of different
factors. Various reports have shown that some of these factors are present in the culture
medium and might potentiate glutamate toxicity in neurons and transfected cells. Eimerl
and Schramm (1991, 1993) have shown that albumin, which is a major component of
serum, potentiates glutamate toxicity in cerebellar granule cells in a dose-dependent
manner. In chapter 6, experiments that contradict these results were described. Serum
albumin at the

highest concentration of 40 mg / ml did not significantly potentiate

N M D A toxicity in transfected HEK-293 cells. However, the presence of serum albumin
shifted the dose-response for zinc in a dose-dependent manner.

At the highest

concentration of serum albumin used, which corresponds to the concentration of albumin
in blood, it was shown that there was a ~4 fold decrease in the inhibition of N M D A 2+

toxicity by zinc. It has been shown that serum albumin chelates Cu

2+

and Zn

and is

believed to be the major transporter of these ions in the body (Masuoka et al, 1993;
Goumakos et al, 1991). It is speculated that the presence of serum albumin in the brain
could potentiate excitotoxic cell death by chelating free zinc. These results suggest that
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disruption of the blood-brain barrier following ischemia or trauma, could exacerbate the
extent of excitotoxic neuronal death in part by albumin-mediated chelation of zinc.

7.7 Conclusion
In this project we have developed a system where the biophysical properties of
glutamate receptors can be directly correlated with their cytotoxic potential. I showed
that both N a and C a
+

2+

were responsible for mediating N M D A toxicity and that rapid

desensitization of non-NMDA receptors is protective against agonist-induced toxicity.
Inhibition of desensitization in non-NMDA receptors resulted in significant cell death
which correlated well with the relative calcium permeability of the receptor.
The effect of zinc on N M D A toxicity was also analyzed. Zinc inhibited N M D A
toxicity in cells transfected with NR1 / NR2A with an IC50 -20 fold lower than
previously reported for inhibition of N M D A currents in neurons.
recordings, it was shown that NR1 / NR2A

Using patch-clamp

and NR1 / NR2B have differentia]

sensitivities to zinc. These results suggest that even at very low concentrations, zinc may
modulate N M D A receptors composed of NR1 / NR2A subunits.

Also, the different

sensitivity of the N M D A receptor subtypes to zinc could play a role in determining the
susceptibility of cells to glutamate toxicity, such that neurons expressing the NR1 /
NR2A subunit composition would be more resistant to glutamate toxicity.
Several reports have indicated that the C A 3 region of the hippocampus is
relatively resistant to ischemic cell death.

This region of the hippocampus has been

shown to contain large amounts of vesicular zinc and is the only region in which release
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of zinc in a calcium-dependent and voltage-dependent manner has been shown. It is
possible that zinc release in this region underlies, at least in part, the relative resistance of
CA3 to glutamate toxicity. More work is required to confirm this possibility.
Finally, the effect of serum albumin was tested on N M D A toxicity, and it was
shown that the protective effect of zinc against N M D A toxicity is inhibited in the
presence of albumin. Changes in the blood-brain barrier observed in old age (Kleine at
al, 1993) or under conditions of ischemia and trauma, could cause a large increase in the
serum albumin concentration in the brain, leading to disruption in the modulatory effect
of zinc.
Expression of recombinant receptors in HEK-293 cells is a promising model
system for further analysis of the molecular mechanisms underlying N M D A receptormediated cytotoxicity.

This system is useful for further testing the role of other

intracellular proteins, such as NOS or calcium binding proteins, in modulating glutamate
induced excitotoxicity. Furthermore, the protective effects of various pharmacological
agents can be readily tested. Our results suggests that N M D A receptor subtypes have
different sensitivities to zinc which might be important in limiting glutamate-induced cell
death.
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